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ABSTRACT 

Increasing demands on the forest resource will neces

sitate increasingly more intensive management in the future. 

In order to achieve this goal, reliable and timely informa

tion over large geographic areas will be required. Remote 

sensing techniques offer much potential for the procurement 

of such information. 

This research, then, was pointed toward study of that 

potential. Four objectives were established as follows: 

1) to determine the optimum number of the available twelve 

multispectral scanner (MSS) wavelength bands to use for 

forest cover mapping with automatic data processing (ADP) 

techniques; 2) to determine the current capability to map 

basic forest cover using MSS data and ADP techniques; 3) 

to determine the relative utility, to forest cover"mapping, 



xii 

of the four spectral regions available in the twelve-channel 

MSS data (i.e. visible, and near, middle and thermal infra

red); and 4) to compare the accuracy of digitized color 

infrared photography with that of MSS data for forest cover 

mapping using ADP techniques. 

In attaining the first objective, statistics defining 

the six cover type classes of interest (deciduous forest, 

coniferous forest, water, forage, corn, and soybeans) were 

calculated and used by the computer as a basis for the 

selection of "best" wavelength band combinations ranging in 

si ze from one through ten wavelength bands each. wi th the 

spectral information contained in each of these combinations, 

and with all twelve channels, the entire test area was 

classified into the six defined classes, using the LARSYS 

programs. Tests of the computer's performance indicated 

that the use of five wavelength bands would fulfill the 

dual requirements of adequate accuracy and moderate computer 

time. 

In fulfilling the second objective, the automatically 

selected "best" combination of five channels (one each 

from the green and red visible wavelengths, and the near, 

middle and thermal infrared wavelengths) produced classifi

cation accuracies in excess of 90 percent for deciduous 

and coniferous forest. When these two classes were grouped, 

the accuracy for combined forest was in excess of 95 percent. 

The use of all twelve channels caused only a slight increase 

in overall accuracy. 
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In satisfying the third objective, the LARSYS feature 

selection processor was allowed to consider wavelength bands 

constituting only various subsets of the four spectral 

regions. On this basis, it selected a number of five-channel 

combinations. Classifications performed by these various 

channel combinations indicate that the visible wavelengths 

are sufficiently accurate for classifying combined forest, 

but inadequate for differentiating between deciduous and 

coniferous forest. The infrared channels separated the two 

forest classes with reasonable accuracy, but allowed con

fusion between forest and the agricultural classes. The 

deletion of either the near or the middle infrared indivi

dually, did not reduce accuracies, but, when both were 

deleted, accuracies dropped drastically. The deletion of 

the thermal infrared had little effect on forest cover 

mapping but did allow considerable confusion among the 

agricultural cover types. These results indicate that the 

thermal infrared is desirable, but not necessary, for basic 

forest cover mapping, and that accurate classification of 

deciduous and coniferous forest cover can be achieved with 

the visible plus either the near or middle infrared spectral 

regions. 

To meet the fourth objective, small-scale color infra

red photography, acquired the same day over the test site, 

was color separated, digitized in three wavelength bands and, 

automatically classified. In general, the digitized 
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photography was inadequate for automatic forest cover map-

ping and compared poorly to the MSS data results when similar 
. 

wavelength bands were used. These results were apparently 

caused by the narrower dynamic range, poorer spectral 

resolution, and uneven illumination (due to vignetting and 

the anti-solar point) of the photographic data. 



CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Introductory Statement 

I 

Forests have long been recognized as important natural 

and renewable resources'. Thus, when the management of our 

forests was first begun, it was primarily for the purpose 

of improving the production of wood and fiber. Later, the 

importance of the forest to the production of water and the 

protection and nurturing of wildlife resulted in a general 

broadening of management objectives. Today, the steady 

increase in size of our population and the trend toward 

urbanization has lead to a much greater reliance on the 

forest resources, as well as an additional and rapidly grow

ing demand for wilderness oriented recreation. 

However, despite the fact that the demands on the 

forest continue to increase, the forest resource base does 

not. It, in fact, decreases. Urban development and high

way copstruction, for instance, destroy many acres· of 

forest land each year. 
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The demand for forest recreation, plus an increased 

awareness of the natural environment, has resulted in the 

redistribution of some public forest lands to non-commercial 

management objectives. In addition, environmental organi-

zations have successfully demanded the implementation of 

management and harvesting practices more compatible with 

the protection of the environment. 

These increasing demands on the forest in general, 

and commercial forests in particular, are underlining the 

need for more efficient and intensive management. However, 

the attainment of this goal is complicated by several 

factors, the first of which is the fact that our forest 

lands are not under the control of one unified management 

agency. Though the U.S. Forest Service controls more tim

berland than any other single organization, there are other 

agencies at the federal government level, plus hundreds of 

state and local agencies, who are also responsible for the 
~ 

management of forest lands. Nor does this exhaust the list 

of organizations involved since the private sector, especial-

ly industry, controls large amounts of often intensively-

managed timberland. 

This diversity of management groups, with its accompany-

ing multiplicity of management goals, makes a single, 

closely-coordinated management scheme, difficult to achieve. 

A second factor is that, although the forest is ad

mittedly a valuable resource, the per-acre economic return 
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is generally quite marginal. Economics must therefore be 

considered as a part of any management scheme and the 

problem of gathering information about. a geographically ex

tensive resource (covering roughly a third of the United 

States) becomes one of acquiring data not only adequate for 

management purposes, but also at a minimum per-acre expense. 

In the past, the periodic national forest surveys, 

(undertaken at ten-year intervals at an average cost of 

about six cents per acre) (Glazebrook, 1973), have served 

as a reasonably satisfactory resource inventory, However, 

as the demand for goods and services from the forest con-

tinues to increase, so does the need for more timely infor-

mation over vast geographic areas. 

One tool which shows promise for the solution of this 

problem is "remote sensing," defined by Hoffer (1971) as 

follows: 

"Remote sensing is the discipline involved with 
the gathering of data about the earth's surface or 
near-surface environment through the use of a variety 
of sensor systems that are usually borne by aircraft 
or spacecraft, and the processing of these data into 
information useful for the understanding and managing 
of man's environment." 

Remote sensing equipment, mounted in high-flying air-

craft or spacecraft, offers the capability to gather large 

amounts of data over extensive areas in a very short time. 

The National Aeronautics and Space Administration's Earth 

Resources Technology Satellite (ERTS), for instance, can ob-

tain data for the entire surface of the earth every eighteen 



days, p~oducing computer-compatible data tapes and 

1:1,000,000 scale, 9-inch x 9-inch frames of imagery, each 

of which covers 13,243 square miles of terrain (Hoffer, 

1971). Such small-scale imagery could serve as the third 

stage in a multi-stage sampling scheme (Langley et al., 

1969, Glazebrook, 1973). 

4 

If the past performance of ERTS and other types of 

remote sensor data-gathering equipment is any indication, 

it may be assumed that data acquisition is, and will conti

nue to be a less difficult problem than that of reducing 

the huge amounts of data acquired to useful information 

(Hoffer, 1972, Hoffer, 1971). This study, therefore, is 

concerned with several questions pertaining to the extrac

tion, from remotely-sensed data, of information applicable 

to forest management. 

There are two basic methods of deriving such useful in

formation from remotely-sensed imagery. Most familiar and 

wisely used are the techniques of photo-interpretation, in 

which a scientist trained in photo-interpretation manually 

derives information from the imagery, basing his decisions 

on the image elements of size, shape, tone or color, texture, 

pattern, association and, of course, experience in both his 

own particular discipline and as a photo-interpreter (Hoffer 

et al., 1968, American Society of Photogrammetry, 1968). 

The second method is based on automatic data processing (ADP) 

techniques. In this method, a computerized pattern 
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recognition algorithm is "trained" to recognize and catego

rize various cover types of interest based on spectral (tone) 

characteristics as recorded by the imaging device. It is 

the latter data reduction method with which this study is 

primarily concerned. 

Of the variety of sensor systems available, this study 

is concerned only with the two most commonly used. The old

est, and most highly developed, is the photographic system, 

with a variety of films and filters available. The second 

system of interest (primarily because of the more quantita

tive format and spectral range of the data acquired) is the 

multispectral scanner (MSS). (A brief description of the 

University of Michigan's twelve-channel airborne scanner, 

which was used to acquire the MSS data used in this study, 

will follow in the Review of Literature), Another type of 

multispectral scanner, the data from which is currently the 

focus of a great deal of research and analysis, is aboard 

the 1972 Earth Resources Technology Satellite (ERTS-l). 

Statement of the Problem 

The development of ADP techniques, and their applica

tion to the inventory of natural resources, have been of 

increasing interest during the last five to seven years. 

However, prior to the initiation of this study, little work 

had been done concerning the potential of these techniques 

to forest cover mapping. Consequently, answers were needed 

for several questions in regard to this type of application. 
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The first question concerns one of the advantages of 

the scanner over photographic systems, its ability to sense 

in a large number of discrete wavelength bands or "channels" 

(the MSS data used in this study, for instance, was ac

quired in twelve channels). Experience has shown that (for 

reasons which will be explained in the Review of Literature) 

it is usually not necessary nor even desirable to use all 

twelve of these channels to perform a classification task. 

Therefore, the first question involved in this study could 

be stated as follows: "What is the optimum number of 

channels to use in automatically mapping forest cover with 

MSS data?" 

Secondly, since the small amount of work done in the 

past has often met with limited success, the question 

arisesc
: "What is the current capability to map forest cover 

with MSS data and ADP techniques?" 

A third question deals with one of the greatest ad

vantages of multispectral scanners over photographic 

systems--their capability to sense in a much wider range of 

wavelength bands. The question arising from this is: 

"Which of the available spectral regions (visible, near 

infrared, middle infrared, and thermal infrared), are 

the most valuable for forest cover mapping?" 

Finally, the major advantage of scanner data over 

photographic data involves the quantitative format of the 

scanner data, (as compared to the more qualitative format 



of photographic data). However, the capability exists to 

put photographic imagery into a format compatible with ADP 

7 

techniques (this digitization process will be briefly des

cribed in the Review of Literature). The question to be 

answered here is: "How does digitized color infrared photo

graphy compare with MSS data for forest cover mapping, when 

using ADP techniques?" 

Objectives 

1. Determine the optimum number of wavelength bands 

(or channels) to use in forest cover mapping with multi

spectral scanner data and automatic data processing techni-

ques. 

2. Evaluate the current capability to map forest cover 

using twelve-channel multispectral scanner data and auto

matic data processing techniques. This evaluation has two 

specific sub-objectives: 

a. Evaluate the current capability to auto

matically differentiate between forest 
and other cover types. 

b. Evaluate the current capability to auto
matically differentiate and map deciduous 

and coniferous forest cover. 

3. Determine the relative value of the spectral re

gions available in the multispectral scanner data (e.g. 

visible [0.40-0.72 ~m], near infrared [0.72-1.4 ~m], middle 

infrared [1.4-4.0 ~mJ, and thermal infrared I4.0-L3.5~mI) 

for basic forest cover mapping. 



4. Compare digitized color infrared photography with 

multisp~ctral scanner data for forest cover mapping, using 

automatic data processing techniques. 

8 



CHAPTER II 

REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

Introductory Statement 

9 

The amount of literature concerning the problems to be 

dealt with in this study is meager. Although remote sensing 

devices are adequately described in the literature, these 

descriptions are necessary only to provide a general under

standing of the nature and origin of the data. The auto

matic analysis of remote sensing data is only in its in

fancy. Research in this field is currently being conducted 

at only a few locations, with the Laboratory for Applica

tions of Remote Sensing (LARS) at Purdue University widely 

recognized as the leader in this type of research. Much of 

the literature reviewed has LARS as its origin, because this 

study involved the particular analysis approach developed 

by LARS and utilized the LARS hardware and software system. 

This chapter will begin with a brief discussion of 

photographic and multispectral scanner systems and the data 

which they p~ocure, followed by a description of the data 

analysis sequence. 



Remote Sensing Systems 

Photographic 

10 

There are many types of remote sensing systems avail

able. Photographic systems are the most common and highly 

developed, however. Their advantages include minimal 

maintenance, relative ease of operation, a familiar data 

format, good spatial resolution, relatively low cost for 

data acquisition, and the potential for three-dimensional 

(stereoscopic) analysis. The primary disadvantage is the 

limited spectral range (.4-.9 vm, approximately) of current

ly available photographic emulsions (Hoffer, 1971). 

Cameras are so familiar that a description of their 

function is unnecessary. A brief description of the photo

graphic data used in this study, however, is in order. 

Kodak Aerochrome 2443 infrared film is a false color 

film similar to ordinary normal color films in that it has 

three separate emulsion layers each sensitive to a different 

wavelength band and each forming its own unique dye when 

processed. Whereas the three emulsion layers of normal 

color film are sensitive to blue, green, and red light, 

the emulsion layers of properly filtered color infrared 

film are sensitive to green, red, and near infrared wave

lengths. A yellow filter, which absorbs blue light, is 

always placed over the lens. because all three emulsion 

layers are sensitive to blue light. When the exposed film 

is properly processed the green-sensitive layer is developed 
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to a yellow positive image, the red-sensitive layer to a 

magenta positive image, and the near infrared sensitive 

layer to a cyan positive image. In the final product, then, 

an object which reflects only green light would appear blue, 

an object reflecting only red light would appear green, and 

an object reflecting only near infrared wavelengths would 

appear red (Eastman Kodak Company, 1970). In nature, 

objects reflect varying amounts of all three, so the rendi

tion on the positive photograph will be some combination 

of all three dye layers. 

Color infrared film is particularly applicable to 

forestry work. While deciduous and coniferous trees appear 

only slightly different in the visible, generally speaking, 

the difference between the two is usually much more pro

nounced in the near infrared. Because of the relatively 

higher infrared response of the deciduous foliage, healthy 

deciduous trees photograph magenta or red during the spring 

.and summer while healthy conifers appear bluish purple 

(note the two triangle-shaped stands of conifers amid the 

deciduous forest in the northern portion of Seg. 218, 

Figure 25). Dead or dying deciduous or conifer foliage 

usually photographs as some shade of green because of the 

changes in infrared and visible reflectance from the se

nescing vegetation (American Society of Photogrammetry, 

1968) • 
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One of the objectives of this study was to compare 

results obtained from scanner data with those obtained from 

photography. This necessitated the quantization of the 

photography, so that it would be in a format which could be 

analyzed with a digital computer. The first step in this 

process involves the photographic separation of the three 

emulsion layers into positive black & white transparencies. 

This is accomplished by exposing black & white film to 

white light projected through the color infrared trans

parency and each of three filters (No. 49 blue, No. 60 

green, and No. 25 red) (Hoffer et al., 1972). The result 

is three black & white transparencies representing the 

reflectance characteristics of the scene in the green, red, 

and near infrared wavelengths, respectively. Figures 21 

and 23 give some idea of the appearance of the three sep

arations. 

The separations are then individually quantized by 

obtaining density measurements with a scanning microdensito

meter. This instrument uses a light source and an optical 

system to project a beam through a minute portion of the 

film. A photoelectric sensor measures the amount of light 

transmitted through the film creating an electrical signal 

which is then converted to a digital density measurement 

and recorded on magnetic tape. The light source is scanned 

across the film, measuring its density along many small 

adjacent lines in sequence, thus allowing the accurate 
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transformation of the film density to a digital data format 

(Hoffer et al., 1972). With the completion of this process, 

the photography is in a format compatible with a digital 

computer. 

After all three separations have been scanned, the 

digitized data is spatially registered or overlayed such 

that any given ground point in the scene coincides in all 

three channels of data. This is a simple task in the case 

of multiemulsion photography because there are no spatial 

distortions or inconsistencies between the three emulsion 

layers. 

Each scan line is numbered'consecutively, as is each 

column of samples along the scan lines, producing a coor

dinate system by which any point(s) in the data may be 

accurately designated for further study. Thus, with the 

three channels stored in coincidence (spatially registered) 

a given set of coordinates will describe the identical 

point(s) in each of the three channels (Hoffer et al., 1972) 

Multispectral Scanner 

Another type of remote sensing instrument is the multi

spectral scanner (MSS). It has several advantages over 

photographic systems, including the capability to sense over 

a much greater spectral range (0.46-11.70 ~m for the scanner 

concerned in this study), and superior spectral resolution 

(the scanner senses in many narrow wavelength bands as op

posed to a few broad bands), In addition, MSS data is 
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acquired in a format compatible with computerized analysis 

techniques, and it possesses the potential for accurate 

calibration. However, scanner imagery lacks the potential 

for stereoscopic analysis and the spatial resolution is 

generally inferior to photographic films (Hoffer, 1971). 

The multispectral scanner has been in existence for 

some time, but its use could not be considered commonplace 

until the launch of ERTS in the summer of 1972. Because 

of the relative newness and sophistication of multispectral 

scanner systems, a brief description of the operation of 

the University of Michigan scanner (which collected the 

data utilized in this study) is necessary so that the read

er may appreciate and understand the characteristics of 

the data used in this study. 

As the MSS platform passes over the target, a rotating 

mirror scans the ground along a swath perpendicular to 

the flight path of the instrument. The forward motion of 

the platform causes the mirror to view successive, over

lapping strips along the flightline (the degree of overlap 

of these strips is governed by the configuration of the 

instrument, and the altitude and ground speed of the plat

form). The electromagnetic energy reflected and emitted 

from the target is reflected off the rotating mirror, 

through a system of optics and into a prism spectrometer 

which refracts or separates the energy into the various 

portions of the spectrum. 
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Fiber optics located at appropriate points intercept 

the refracted spectral bands and direct the energy to sensi

tive detecting devices where it is measured in each of 

twelve channels ranging in wavelength from 0.46 ~m in the 

visible to 11.70 ~m in the thermal infrared. The level of 

response is then fed to a multitrack tape recorder where 

each of the twelve channels is recorded simultaneously in an 

analog format on magnetic tape (Smedes et al., 1970). In 

effect the energy from a specific ground resolution element 

at a given instant in time is measured and recorded simulta

neoulsy in twelve wavelngth bands, thus providing a vector, , 

or "spectral signature" which contains spectral information 

available about that area on the ground (Hoffer, 1972; 

Landgrebe and Phillips, 1967). Obviously, there are many 

other types of multispectral scanner systems which can 

vary in many ways. The ERTS scanner, for example, has only 

four wavelength bands, which have a range of 0.5 ~m to 

1.1 !lm wavelength,. 

The analog data tapes obtained by the University of 

Michigan scanner system are not compatible with digital com

puters, so in the analysis sequence developed at LARS, the 

analog tapes are put through an analog-to-digital processor 

which reformats the data and rewrites it in digital form on 

magnetic tape. During this process a number is assigned to 

each successive scan line of data and a sample designation 

to each sample point along the scan line. This provides 
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an X, Y coordinate system which allows the accurate designa

tion of any point(s) in the data (Hoffer, 1972). In addi

tion, all channels must be spatially registered or overlayed 

and stored in coincidence on the data tape. With these 

operations completed any set of coordinates which the 

investigator specifies will designate precisely the identi

cal point(s) in all twelve channels of data (Hoffer, 1972). 

Thus, the investigator is enabled to interface with the 

data and analyze the spectral characteristics (reflectance 

and emittance) of a specific ground area using one or more 

of the twelve available channels. 

Automatic Analysis Sequence 

Introduction 

Since the launch of ERTS, it has become increasingly 

obvious that the capability exists tor collecting enormous 

quantities of data over large geographic areas in a very 

short time. Indeed, the problem of data collection seems 

less difficult than that of reducing the huge amounts of 

data to useful information (Hoffer, 1971). 

Image analysis has traditionally been a manual opera

tion. The photointerpreter plays a very important role in 

almost all disciplines which deal with the earth's surface. 

with the rapidly growing capacity for. data acquisition and 

the increasing need for timely information from these data, 

however, the photointerpreter cannot hope to do the entire 

job alone. 
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The human interpreter will never be eliminated. Even 

with the inevitable advances in computer technology there 

will always be the need for high-level decisions beyond the 

capability of machines. However, machines do have the 

capability to assist the human interpreter by making many 

lower level decisions very rapidly. 

One such automatic data processing technique developed 

at the Laboratory for Applications of Remote Sensing (LARS) 

at Purdue University involves the use of digital computers 

and pattern recognition algorithms in the analysis of air-

craft and spacecraft multispectral scanner (MES) data and 
, 

digitized photographic imagery (Hoffer, 1972). It should 

be pointed out immediately, however, that the term "auto-

matic data processing" is somewhat misleading in that there 

is a definite need for human interaction in all phases of 

the analysis sequence. Perhaps" c::omputer-aided analysis" 

would be a more correct term (Hoffer, 1972). 

The ADP technique developed at LARS is basically a 

process of selecting areas in the data where cover type 

and ground conditions at the time of flight are known, 

and designating these areas to the computer. After a set 

of statistical parameters have been determined for these 

"training samples" a pattern recognition algorithm is 

"trained" accordingly, and allowed to classify each unknown 

data point into one of the ground cover classes which it 

has been trained to recognize (Hoffer, 1971). 
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Before continuing with a more detailed discussion of 

the anaLysis sequence, however, a brief explanation of the 

term "pattern recognition" is necessary. Automatic pattern 

recognition involves the use of a machine to recognize 

patterns exhibited by the amplitude of the spectral response 

of a subject in a number of wavelength bands or "features." 

The digitized color infrared photography, then, contains 

three .features and the MSS data contains twelve features. 

Pattern recognition consists of two basic operations. 

The first is that of "training" the machine to recognize 

the ground cover categories of interest on the basis of 

the.ir spectral response characteristics. This training 

procedure is explained below in greater detail. The second 

step consists of automatically categorizing the unknown 

data points on the basis of measurements derived from the 

selected set of features (Cardillo and Landgrebe, 1966), 

These measurements are the spectral responses of the ground 

cover types as recorded in the selected set of channels. 

A further discussion of the classifier programs will also 

follow. 

The software for the actual analysis sequence may be 

divided into four sections: 1) statistical analysis; 2) 

channel or "feature" selection; 3) classification or "cate

gorization", and 4) results display (Hoffer, 1972). These 

four phases are generally accomplished in the order present

ed, although repetition of one or more is usually necessary. 
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Statistical Analysis 

The first step in the analysis sequence involves the 

selection of data samples from which the computer may 

derive the necessary statistical parameters for "training" 

the classification algorithm. Basically there are two 

types of categories which the computer may be trained to 

recognize: 1) economic or informational, and 2) spectral 

(Hoffer, 1972). 

Since the separation of categories, by the classifica

tion algorithm, is based on spectral differences, and since 

categories of informational value may not necessarily be 

spectrally separable, it follows that. for satisfactory 

results to be produced by these techniques, a category 

must be both spectrally and informationally separable. This 

rationale has led to two basic approaches in the selection 

of training samples (Hoffer, 1972). 

The first approach involves the manual selection of 

training samples on the basis of "ground truth" information. 

In other words, the categories are defined on the basis of 

informational separability (Hoffer, 1972) (Figure 1). At 

this point, however, the investigator does not know if the 

designated informational categories are spectrally separable. 

The researcher has two media by which he may manually 

select data samples. By requesting a line printer display 

of the data in one or more channels the researche~ obtains 

an alphanumeric printout in each. channel requested. These 
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I Training Sample Selection I 

" 
, III 

Samples Selected Samples Selected 
Manually Based on Automatically Based 
Ground Truth on Spectral Separability 

... Statistical - " .. 
Analysis -

,r 
Feature 
Selection 

" 

1 ~ " 

I Classification 

1 

Results 
Display 

Figure 1. LARS automatic analysis sequence. 
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displays simulate the analog video display by dividing the 

continuous gray scale into discrete gray levels with an 

approximately equal number of points represented by each. 

An alphanumeric character is assigned to represent each gray 

level so that the relative visual density of the character 

corresponds approximately to the relative density of the 

gray level (i.e. M is assigned to the lowest gray level 

and a blank to the highest gray level). These characters 

are th~n printed out producing a gray level image of the 

data with numerical line and column designations along the 

edges. The researcher may then designate rectangular areas 

in the data by simply specifying line and column coordinates 

(Smedes et al., 1970; Hoffer, 1972). 

Alternatively, the data may be displayed, one channel 

at a time, through the use of a digital display unit which 

presents an image in sixteen gray levels on a cathode ray 

tube (Figures 20, 21, 22, and 23). An attached light pen 

allows the researcher to outline rectangular data samples 

directly on the viewing screen with the so designated X, 

Y coordinates automatically punched on computer cards for 

later use (Hoffer, 1972). 

In the second approach to training sample selection, 

the categories are defined according to spectral separabi

lity. In this approach the investigator designates an area 

in the data to the computer, and specifies the number of 

spectrally homogeneous "clusters" into which the data is to 
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be divided. The number of clusters requested is arbitrary, 

and depends largely'on the investigator's knowledge of the 

spectral characteristics of the data set in question. The 

computer then assigns the individual data points to the 

various spectral clusters, and prints out a "spectral clus

ter map." It then remains for the investigator to determine 

the identity or informational significance of each spectral 

class. Usually, the researcher will also request the ma

chine to punch a deck of coordinate cards designating sample 

areas which represent each of the spectral clusters or clas

ses. These automatically designated areas of homogeneous 

spectral characteristics may then be used as training sam

ples. 

Experience gained at LARS indicates the desirability 

ofcusing both approaches together in a procedure where the 

clustering algorithm assists the investigator to spectrally 

refine manually selected training samples. 

After training samples have been selected, whether man

ually (from line printer displays or the digital display 

unit), or automatically (by the clustering program), they 

are submitted to a statistics processor (Figure 1). This 

program calculates a set of statistical parameters for each 

class or category represented by training samples. The para

meters are based on an assumed Gaussian distribution and 
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include the mean, standard deviation, covariance, and 

divergence (a statistical measure of the separability of 

classes) (Smedes et al., 1970). These values constitute 

a statistical "fingerprint" for each class or category of 

ground cover, and will be used later as a basis for both 

feature selection and categorization of unknown data points 

(Smedes et al., 1970). 

The statistics processor may be requested to provide 

a number of different types of output useful in the analysis 

sequence. Histograms of individual training fields or of 

groups of fields which have been designated a class (Figure 

2) give the researcher an idea of the distribution of the 

data points in the various channels (Hoffer, 1972). 

Coincident spectral plots (Figures 3 and 4) illustrate 

the relative amplitude of the spectral responses of the 

various classes in each of the individual wavelength bands 

or channels. The mean spectral response, plus or minus one 

standard deviation, is presented as a line of representative 

length. The researcher may thus obtain some indication of 

the statistical quality of the data (high or low variance) 

(Hoffer, 1972), and of particular importance, an indication 

of the spectral separability of the ground cover classes in 

the various wavelength bands. This capability has proven 

its value in helping researchers to better understand the 

relative spectral characteristics of the various qround 

cover types involved. 
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Figure 3 

Coincident spectral plot of training field statistics 
for l2-channel MSS data. 

Larry Biehl
Note
Pages 26 to 29 are not in original document.
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of four channels. The feature selection processor is de

signed to give the researcher some idea as to which of these 

combinations is the best. 

Based on the punched output generated by the statistics 

processor, the feature selection program calculates the 

separability between all possible pair-wise combinations of 

cover type classes (as defined by the training deck) for all 

possible combinations of four channels (or any other number 

of channels from one to eleven).o The processor then ranks 

the channel combinations. 

There are three options, however, by which the research

er may influence the order of ranking. One option provides 

for the application of differential interclass weighting to 

one or more combinations of cover type classes. For example, 

if it was of particular importance to separate "forest" from 

all other classes, the researcher could simply attach a 

greater weight or importance to the interclass divergence 

(statistical measure of distance between classes) of all 

pair-wise combinations containing the class FOREST. Like

wise, if it were of no importance to separate two classes 

of corn, a weight of zero might be applied such that the 

processor would disregard the interclass divergence between 

the two classes. Thus, a channel combination with little 

or no ability to accurately separate the two would not have 

its chances of selection reduced as a result. 
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A second option by which the researcher may influence 

the ranking of the channel combinations involves a choice 

between two simple ranking criteria: "average divergence" 

and "minimum divergence II • If average divergence is re

quested, the processor calculates the average interclass 

divergence (weighted or unweighted) for all pair-wise 

combinations of cover type classes. The channel combination 

offering the highest average interclass divergence is then 

ranked first. 

Minimum divergence, on the other hand, determines the 

lowest interclass divergence for each and every channel 

combination. That combination possessing the highest 

minimum interclass divergence is then ranked first. It is 

not uncommon for the same channel combination to exhibit 

both the highest average and the highest minimum divergence. 

A third method of influencing channel selection is to 

~imply delete selected channels from consideration by the 

processor. All three of these options will be discussed 

further in the chapter on Materials and Procedures. 

The whole idea of the feature selection processor, of 

course, is to assist the researcher in selecting the "best" 

channel combination. Keep in mind, however, that feature 

selection is based on statistics derived from samples of 

the data set to be classified. Since a sample can never 

-
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be completely representative of the whole, the selected 

channel combination, though it may be "best" for separating 

the classes as represented by the training samples, may 

not necessarily be the "best" for classifying the data as 

a whole. The highest ranking channel combination according 

to the feature selection processor, then, is only an approx

imation. 

Classification 

The third phase of the analysis sequence involves the 

classification of the unknpwn data points (Figure 1). 

Currently there are two different statistical pattern recog

nition algorithms in use at LARS for this purpose. 

The first and most commonly used is a "perpoint" 

classifier (classifies data points individually) which re

quires, as input, the statistics deck, the selected combina

tion of channels, and the coordinates of the area(s) which 

the researcher wishes the machine to classify. Based on the 

statistical definitions of the cover classes in each of the 

selected channels, the machine establishes decision bound

aries in N-dimensional space (N = the number of channels 

used in the classification), then individually assigns the 

unknown data points to one of the statistically defined 

classes on a maximum likelihood basis. The results are then 

recorded on magnetic tape for later display (Hoffer, 1972). 
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The second is a "perfield" or "per sample" classifier, 

which, instead of classifying data points individually, 

classifies entire fields of data points as individual deci

sions (Anuta et al., 1971). In addition to the statistics 

deck and the selected channel combination, the researcher 

is required to submit field coordinates designating samples 

of known cover type to be classified. The program then 

classifies each field into one of the cover type classes 

which it has been trained to recognize, and prints out a 

table of quantitative results (Table 14 and 15). 

The perfield classifier has the advantage of greater 

speed, hence the consumption of less computer time. In 

addition, the perfield classifier makes some use of spatial 

data by considering an entire group or field of data points 

individually. Thus, if ~wo hypothetical classes possessed 

similar mean responses, but significantly differing stand

ard deviations in the channels selected for the classifi

cation task, the perpoint classifier, by considering data 

points individually, would likely result in considerable 

confusion. 

The principal disadvantages of the perfield classifier 

include its inability to establish field boundaries, hence 

the necessity for the researcher to perform this task in 

advance. Also, unlike the perpoint classifier, the clas

sification results may not be displayed in a map-like image. 
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Results Display 

With the perpoint classification completed and record

ed on magnetic tape, the results may be displayed both 

quantitatively, in a tabular format, and qualitatively, as 

a map or image. 

The quantitative results display consists of a listing, 

by class, of all training fields and a tabulation of the 

number of points in each field classified into each class. 

This is followed by a summarizatio~ of training class per

formance similar to Tables 5-11. 

In order to obtain a more meaningful evaluation of the 

classification, however, the researcher will have selected
O 

"test fields" (samples not used in training, but of known 

cover type) before the classification was run (to minimize 

bias). These test fields are then examined by the results 

display program which determines how well the classifier 

performed on these areas. The results are then displayed 

in the same format as decribed above (Smedes et al., 1970) 

(Tables 5-11 are examples of test class performance tables). 

A rejection or "threshold" capability may be used in 

the display program. By specifying an arbitrary threshold 

level, the researcher directs the computer to decline final 

classification of data points which do not look sufficient

ly like the class to which they have been tentatively as

signed. Even though the tentative assignment is to the 

"most likely" class, these borderline points are placed 
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in a null category prior to the calculation of test results 

(Smedes et al., 1970). The implications of thresholding 

will be discussed briefly in the chapter on Materials and 

Procedures. 

Qualitative or map-like displays of classification 

results may be obtained in one of two forms. First is the 

alphanumeric line printer display which is very similar to 

that described earlier in this chapter. The principal 

difference is that the researcher is required to choose 

characters to represent the various classes. If desired, 

such a line printer image may be manually color coded, but 

this is a time consuming process. 

A second and more efficient means of obtaining color 

coded classification results is by use of the digital display 

unit, also mentioned earlier. The researcher specifies 

colors to represent the various classes, and the machine 

determines the proper gray levels for each of three images 

which are then displayed one at a time. An attached photo

graphic unit allows the researcher to obtain a multiple 

exposure, on color film, of the three gray scales, each 

through a different filter (blue, green, and red). The 

result is a color composite of the classification results 

(Figures 26 and 27). 

Experience gained at LARS indicates that the initial 

classification attempt will often fall short of the investi

gator's objectives. If the unsatisfactory performance is 
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a result of incorrect or inadequate training statistics 

then the researcher must go through a process of refining 

his training fields and classes to a point where the test 

results indicate the true capability to automatically 

classify the data. By examining output from the various 

programs, especially the statistics processor and the 

quantitative results from the display program, the training 

deck is revised and the sequence repeated. The human ele

ment is obviously far from eliminated. 



CHAPTER III 

MATERIALS AND PROCEDURES 

Introductory Statement 
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The procedures described in this section are adaptations 

of those in the standard LARS analysis sequence outlined 

in the Review of Literature. Data input includes multi

spectral scanner (MSS) imagery, color infrared (CIR) 

imagery (in both photographic and digital formats), and 

surface observations. Specific data used are on file in 

the LARS data library. 

Test Site Description 

A 1 x 10 mile strip of land in Indiana, designated as 

Segment 218, was the test site for this research. The site, 

which has a north-south orientation, is located in Owen 

County, about 2 1/2 miles west of Spencer, and about 45 

miles southwest of Indianapolis. The site is located on 

the Crawford Upland, a maturely dissected, westward sloping 

plateau characterized by abundant stream valleys and a 



well-integrated drainage system. Most of the land area 

is "in slope," with flat, narrow ridge tops and steep 

valley walls (Schneider, 1966). 
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Because of the extensive dissection of the terrain, 

most of the agricultural land is in pasture and hay. Where 

the topography allows, however, row crops (corn and soy

beans) are present, particularly on the floodplain of the 

White River (Figure 23). 

A dot grid count on 1: 120,000 scale. color infrared 

photography reveals about 60 percent of the area to be 

forested. Most of this forest is composed of natural hard

woods, (primarily tUlip poplar, oak, hickory, maple, and 

ash), though a few small white pine stands are present in 

the segment. These are presumably plantations on abandoned 

agricultural lands dating from the Civilian Conservation 

Corps (CCC) days of the mid 1930's. 

Much of the forested area has been grazed by domestic 

livestock for many years. As a result, many of the forest 

stands are open and park-like with a low stem density and 

very incomplete crown closure. The increased illumination 

of the forest floor allowed by this condition has resulted 

in an invasion by grass. In short, much of the so-called 

forested area is, in reality, an intimate mixture of forest 

and pasture. 
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Data Utilized 

Multispectral Scanner Data 

The multispectral scanner data used was collected by 

the University of Michigan/Willow Run Laboratories with a 

twelve-channel, single-aperture scanner. The instrument, 

mounted in a c-47 aircraft, was flown at an altitude of 

5,000 feet above terrain and the data utilized was obtained 

on August 12, 1971 at 1504 Greenwich Mean Time (about 0917 

local solar time). This meant that the data had to be 

sun-angle corrected before .it could be used successfully. 

The data, was recorded in twelve wavelength bands in 

an analog format as follows: 
Channel Wavelength Band (~m) 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 

0.46-0.49 
0.48-0.51 
0.50-0.54 
0.52-0.57 
0.54-0.60 
0.58-0.65 
0.61-0.70 
0.72-0.92 
1. 00-1. 40 
1.50-1.80 
2.00-2.60 
9.30-11.70 

Speatral Region 

visible 
visible 
visible 
visible 
visible 
visible 
visible 
near infrared 
near infrared 
middle infrared 
middle infrared 
thermal infrared 

However, analog data is not compatible with a digital 

computer, so an analog-to-digital processor was necessary 

in order to convert the data to a format which LARS' IBM 

360/67 computer could handle. The digitized channels were 

next overlaid (registered), and a line and column coordinate 

system added, to allow the researcher to interface"with the 

data. This data was then designated as Run Number 71052501. 
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Photographic Data 

The photographic data was acquired on Kodak Aerochrome 

Infrared 2443 film in a 9 1/2 inch format. The aerial 

photos were acquired by the National Aeronautics and Space 

Administration using a Wild RC-B mapping camera equipped 

with a Wild .510 ~m cut-off (minus blue) filter. The 

camera (with six-inch focal length lens) was mounted in a 

United States Air Force RB-57F reconnaissance aircraft 

flown at an altitude of 60,000 feet above terrain. This 

elicited imagery in a contact scale of 1:120,000, The 

specific photographic frame used in this research project 

was exposed on August 12, 1971 at 1526 GMT (about 0939 

local solar time), only 22 minutes after the MSS data was 

acquired (frame number 0076 of NASA Mission 177), 

Data in a photographic format is not compatible with 

a digital computer, so the three emulsion layers had to be 

photographically separated and individually qigitized, as 

described in the Review of Literature. The digitized data 

was then designated as "Run Number 71056903". The sensi

tivities of the photographic emulsion layers provided 

three channels of data as follows: 

Channel 

1 
2 
3 

Wavelength Band (Hm) 

0.47-0.61 
0.59-0.71 
0.68-0.89 

Spectral Region 

visible 
visible 
near infrared 

u 
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The photography also served as a valuable secondary 

source of "ground truth", particularly in cases where there 

were any questions concerning the primary surface obser

vation data. 

Surface Observation Data 

In May 1971, all farm operators in test Segment 218 

were interviewed by agents from local offices of the 

Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation Service (ASCS). 

These interviews were performed as parot of the "1971 Corn 

Blight Watch Experiment," which also provided the imagery 

used in this experiment. 

The interviews yielded data on the crop type or land 

use of each individual field in the entire test segment. 

This information formed the primary basis for the selection 

of training and test fields used in this investigation. 

However, these data had to be used with discretion, and 

with a knowledge of agricultural practices in the area. 

For instance, fields observed in May and listed as contain

ing wheat had been harvested before August (the time of 

aerial data collection). Other fields, described as pasture, 

or simply as woods, were often grazed woodlots. Other 

apparent discrepancies were a function of the agricultural 

practices involved. A field observed as corn might be so 

weedy as to bear little spectral resemblance to more nor

mal corn fields. It was in such questionable instances 
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verify qr correct the surface observation data. 

Special Data Analysis Techniques 
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The basic analysis procedure has already been described 

in the Review of Literature and diagrammed in Figure 1. 

Briefly, the first step was to develop a set of fields and 

classes which could be used to train the computer to spec

trally identify the categories of interest. Secondly, in 

order to obtain a quantitative determination of the accuracy 

with which the computer performed, it was necessary to se

lect a set of test areas that was both representative and 

comprehensive. However, before the analysis could begin. 

it was necessary to establish a few rules. 

Objective 1 called for a determination of the optimum 

number of channels to use in mapping forest cover. One 

would expect the best accuracy to be obtained when uslng 

all available channels and, in fact, this usually is the 

case. However, an increase in the number of channels used 

in a classification requires a disproportionate increase 

in computer time (Figure 5), which costs on the order of 

$250 per hour and brings to bear the obvious action of the 

law of diminishing returns on classification accuracy. One 

might conclude that, considering the dual parameters of 

both accuracy and cost, something less than all twelve chan

nels might be optimum. Indeed, experience has shown that 
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the right combination of four or five channels gives almost 

the same accuracy as obtained with all channels, and at a 

far lower cost in terms of computer time. 

The optimum channel number study outlined in Objective 

1, however, requires the prior development of representative 

training and test decks to be used as standards throughout. 

This, in turn, requires a decision as to how many channels 

should be used during the development of these decks. 

Therefore, based on past experience and the intuitive feel~ 

ing developed by the more experienced researchers at LARS, 

the decision was made to use four channels in the initial 

development of the training and test decks. 

After deciding how many channels to use, it became 

necessary to decide just how the "best" combination of chan

nels would be selected. As mentioned in the Review of 

Literature, the separability processor offers the researcher 

three basic options by which he may influence the computer's 

selection of the "best" channel combination. The processor 

may first be requested to select the optimum combination of 

channels on the basis of either the highest average inter

class divergence or highest minimum interclass divergence. 

Since preliminary studies indicated that deciduous forest 

and coniferous forest, the two classes of primary concern, 

would be the most difficult pair of classes to separate, it 

was decided to select the "best" channel combinati,on on 

the basis of highest minimum interclass divergence. 
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Another option in the separability processor allows the 

researcher to differentially weight one or more pairs of 

classes. From this, one immediately realizes that within 

this option, the number of possible ways to influence the 

selection of the "best" channel combination is limitless. 

Therefore, in order to keep the analysis following a well

defined procedural path, it was decided to use no differen

tial interclass weighting with the separability processor. 

The third option available for influencing channel 

selection is that of simply deleting one or more channels 

from consideration by the processor. This option was not 

used in the development of the standard training and test 

decks. 

Another decision that had to be made was one concerning 

the use of thresholding in the calculation of classification 

results. The classifier algorithm is designed to classify 

each and every point into the class it most nearly resembles, 

even though the resemblance may be quite remote. Some 

points, therefore, will be borderline and of doubtful iden

tity. For this reason a thresholding option was incor

porated into the display program in which classification 

performance figures are calculated. The thresholding option 

simply places borderline points into a separate null or 

"threshold" class, which would be very useful if it affected 

only misclassified points; however, it will also threshold 

weakly (but correctly) classified points. The final result 
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is that classification accuracies cannot be increased by 

thresholding and, in fact, they are nearly always reduced 

somewhat. Because of this bias, which may affect different 

classes in different ways, thresholding was not used in 

the calculation of any quantitative test results. 

with the establishment of rules regarding the number 

of channels to use initially, the selection of the "best" 

channel combination, and thresholding, the analysis pro

cedure was followed as outlined in the Review of Literature. 

The accuracy of the first classification attempt was 

quite poor. A careful analysis of the color infrared photo 

revealed the probable cause to be several questionable 

designations in the ASCS ground observations. 

It was evident, upon careful examination of the photo

graphy, that the computer had, in some instances, been 

trained incorrectly to identify certain cover types, and 

had then been asked to identify test areas as something 

which they were not. 

The most common discrepancies involved training and 

test fields designated as either deciduous forest or forage 

when in fact they were some of both; that is, they were 

grazed woodlots with very low stand densities in which 

portions of the fields were pasture (grass) while other 

areas of the same field consisted of tree foilage. To train 

the computer to recognize the entire field a~ either pasture 

or trees would have certainly been incorrect. Likewise, it 
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would have been unfair to expect the machine to classify 
. 

such a test area as either one or the other. Such fields, 

therefore, had to be deleted from consideration as training 

or test areas. 

A similar problem occurred in several fields which 

were "corn n, according to the surface observation data. The 

farmers concerned had apparently made little or no effort 

at weed control. Again, it would have been incorrect to 

train the computer to recognize such a field as corn when 

its spectral response was due largely to the presence of 

weeds. Such anomalous fields were therefore deleted. 

For the most part, the ASCS ground observation data 

was adequate for training and test field selection. However, 

it had been collected three months before the acquisition 

of the MSS and photographic imagery used in this research 

project and was intended for use in an agricultural survey. 

Thus, in addition to some of the observations being out-of-

date, the land use definitions utilized were agriculturally 

oriented and often inadeq.uate for application to forest 

cover classification. Consequently, apparent discrepancies 

had to be resolved on the basis of careful interpretation 

of the color infrared photography. The training and test 

decks were then appropriately corrected. The analysis 

procedure was next repeated in its entirety, in order to 

refine the training deck. 
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During this procedure, an attempt was made to select 

test areas in approximately the same proportions as repre

sented by the various cover classes in the segment. While 

this was not necessary to obtain reliable figures for the 

classification accuracies of individual classes, it did 

make possible a more reliable estimate of the classification 

performance of the segment overall. The training sample 

selection process was long, subjective and certainly not 

"automatic" or operational, but it was necessary in order 

to develop adequate training and test decks to be used as 

standards in subsequent experiments (Appendix A). 

Channel Number Study 

As stated previously, during much of the past analysis 

of MSS data at LARS, four channels have customarily been 

used for the classification of the data. Though the use 

of more channels' increases accuracy somewhat, it also 

drastically increases the amount of computer time (and thus 

the cost). The use of four channels, then, has generally 

been considered the best trade-off between classification 

accuracy and computer time. This practice has been based 

largely on intuition, however, since there have been no 

formal studies conducted using data acquired by the multi

spectral scanner in its current configuration. 

Therefore, before proceeding with the rest of this 

research, it was decided to run a simple experiment to see 
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whether or not four channels seemed optimum. The computer 

was given the statistics derived from the final training 

deck, and the separability processor was requested to select 

the best 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8 and 10 channels, according to 

minimum divergence, and without weighting. The flightline 

was then classified with each of the best n-channel combina

tions and with all twelve channels. The resulting test class 

accuracies, along with computer time required, were plotted 

over number of channels used (Appendix B, Figure 5). 

Based on these repults, the decision was made to use five 

channels in all subsequent work. The decision was arbitrary, 

however, in the sense that a detailed cost-benefit study 

was beyond the scope of this project. 

Forest Mapping Capability 

To determine the "absolute" capability to map forest 

cover with MSS data and ADP techniques is impossible. No 

matter how much time and effort one might devote to refining 

the training deck, there would always be room for improve

ment. 

However, in order to arrive at an approximation of 

what might be expected, the results of two classifications 

were studied. Since it had been previously decided that 

the use of five channels offered the best trade-off between 

computer time and accuracy, the results of the classification 

performed by the best five-channel combination were studied 

further. 
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This five-channel classification offered what might 

be expected in an "operational" situation, assuming of 

course, that five channels would be used in such a situation. 

One must fully recognize, of course, that advances in com

puter technology may make it quite feasible to use all 

available channels. As a comparison, therefore, the results 

obtained by the use of all twelve channels were also 

examined, even though the slight gain in classification 

accuracy was at the expense of a considerable amount of 

computer time. 

Another consideration is that the second objective 

of this study requires a determination of the capability 

to differentiate between general forest cover and other 

cover types, as well as the capability to distinguish 

deciduous from coniferous forest. In the classification 

of the data, deciduous and coniferous forest were treated 

as separate classes, therefore the results did not give an 

accurate idea of how well forest cover, in general, could 

be classified. To remedy this situation, the test class 

results from deciduous forest and coniferous forest were 

mathematically combined to form a separate class. In 

effect, a test point from either of the tvlO forest catego

ries was considered to be correctly classified if it was 

classified as either deciduous or coniferous forest. 

Confusion between the two forest categories, th~n,"was not 

considered in computing the accuracy for the "combined 
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forest" category. As an example consider Table 3 and 

Figure 8 in which [(29745 + 1001 + 3 + 85)/(32252 + 88)] x 

100 = 95.4% is the classification accuracy for combined 

forest. The figures for overall classification accuracy, 

however, were calculated by the computer with deciduous 

and coniferous forest considered as separate. categories. 

Spectral Region Evaluation 

For the purposes of this study, the twelve available 

channels of scanner data may be grouped into four basic 

regions of the electromagnetic spectrum -- visible, near 

infrared, middle infrared, and thermal infrared (Figure 6.). 

These spectral regions seem to vary in importance or value 

as far as the classification of scanner data is concerned. 

Because of this, it was decided to use the final training 

and test decks to draw some general conclusions as to the 

relative values of these spectral regions. 

The statistics derived from the training deck were sub

mitted to the separability processor as before, except that 

all the channels comprising a given spectral region were 

deleted from consideration in various combinations of one 

or more spectral regions at a time. The processor, then, 

was required to select the best combination of five channels 

from the spectral region or regions which had not been 

deleted. In one iteration, for instance, all infrared chan

nels were deleted, thus requiring the processor to s.elect 

from the visible channels only. In another iteration, 
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MSS-Digitized CIR Comparison 

Several approaches were tried in order to achieve a 

comparison between the automatic forest cover mapping capa

bilities using scanner imagery and digitized color infrared 

(CIR) photography. The first step, however, was to obtain 

a line printer display of the digitized photography and 

carefully determine the coordinates of training and test 

fields exactly corresponding to those used in the analysis 

of the scanner imagery. Thus the computer was trained and 

tested with the same areas on both sets of data. Because 

of differences in digi tization r~ates between the scanner 

data and the digitized photography, the numbers of data 

points were not the same, even though the areas involved 

were identical. It should also be noted that there were 

several training and test fields at the southernmost end of 

the segment which did not appear on the digitized photograph, 

but which were included in the scanner data analysis. Be

cause the segment was too long to appear in its entirety on 

anyone frame of photography, portions of the two adjacent 

frames would have had to be digitized in order to include 

the entire segment, adding significantly to the difficulty 

of the procedure. 

With the transfer of training and test fields completed, 

the segment was classified, using all three channels of 

digitized photographic data, and the perpoint clasSifier as 

previously described. As a further study a "perfield" 

Larry Biehl
Note
Pages 51-52 are not in the original document.
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classifier was used which, on the basis of the same set of 

training statistics, classified each test field as an indi

vidual decision, into one of the six defined classes. 

The results from these two classifications were then 

compared with similar classifications of the MSS data. 

Since MSS Channels 4, 7, and 8 correspond approximately to 

the three available channels of the digitized color infra

red photography (Figure 7), classification results using 

these three MSS channels were utilized for the comparisons. 

In the proc~ss of evaluating the results from this 

study, a visual comparison of the two sets of data (MSS 

and digitized CIR photography) was desired. Gray scale 

images of the corresponding channels (MSS Channels 4, 7, 

and 8, and CIR Channels 1, 2, and 3) were photographed from 

the digital display unit (Figures 20-23). In addition, 

color infrared reconstitutions of the two sets of data were 

produced by a process similar to that described in the 

Review of Literature for the production of color-coded 

classification results. 

Basically, this procedure consists of displaying the 

three channels in each data set as described in the para

graph above. Instead of obtaining black and white photo

graphs of the individual gray scales, however, a single 

frame of color film is exposed successively to each of the 

three appropriately filtered gray scales. For example, in 

the digitized CIR data, Channel 1 covers the green portion 
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of the spectrum. Since green wavelengths produce a blue 

rendition on positive color infrared film, the gray scale 

of Channell is photographed, from the digital display, 

through a blue filter. Channel 2, which covers the red 

portion of the spectrum and produces a green rendition on 

CIR film, is exposed through a green filter. Likewise 

Channel 3, covering the near infrared wavelengths, is ex

posed through a red filter. With all three of these 

filtered gray scales recorded, consecutively, on the same 

frame of normal color film, a color infrared reconstitution 

of the data is produced (Figure 25). 

Channels 4, 7, and 8 of the MSS data were photographed 

in the same manner, thereby producing the images in Figure 

24. These images of the digitized data provided a means 

by which the data could be visually compared. 

Larry Biehl
Note
Pages 56-59 are not in the original document.
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With the cost of computer time at $250 per hour, and the 

obvious action of the law of diminishing returns on the 

overall classification accuracy with increased number of 

channels, it would seem that a combination of far less than 

twelve channels would be optimum. Without the assistance 

of a detailed cost-benefit study, itwas decided to use the 

best five-channel combinations of wavelength bands in all 

subsequent work as the best five-channel combination gave 

an overall classification accuracy slightly in excess of 

90 percent and used only a little more than twenty minutes 

of computer time. 

Forest Mapping Capability 

The best five-wavelength band classification results, 

and the maximum accuracy classification results, (obtained 

by using all twelve wavelength bands) are illustrated in 

Figures 8 and 9 and Tables 3 and 4. (A color-coded clas

sification of the northern and southern portions of Segment 

218, using the best five-channel combination, is shown 

later in Figure 26). 

The bars labeled "combined forest" in Figures 6 and 7 

illustrate results of a mathematical combination of clas

sification results from the deciduous and the coniferous 

forest categories, and indicate the separability of 

general forest from other cover types. This combined forest 

class separates accurately from all other cover types (95.3 

percent with the "best" combination of five channels and 
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Table 3. Test class performance using best combination of 
five channels. 
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Table 4. Test class performance using all twelve channels. 
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98.3 percent with all twelve channels used), a result 

showing a potential for using ADP techniques in operational 

situations. 

Table 3 shows that coniferous forest seems to separate 

quite well from the other cover types considered (about 96 

percent), while deciduous forest cover offers a bit more 

difficulty, as shown by a classification accuracy of 92 

percent. Table 3 further indicates that much of the mis-

classification of deciduous forest is a result of confusion 

with coniferous forest, as illustrated by the 1001 deciduous 

test points which were misclassified as coniferous forest. 

An examination of Figure 26 illustrates many scattered 

individual points of conifer in the deciduous forest areas. 

These misclassified points are apparently areas of shadow 

in the deciduous forest canopy. These shadow areas are 

explained by the fact that, like most forest stands, the 

deciduous forest areas in this segment do not have a crown 

closure of 100 percent. In fact, crown closure is more on 

the order of 60 to 70 percent, with far less than that in 

many of the areas where livestock has been allowed to graze. 

The resulting small clearings, combined with the extremely 

rough texture of the uneven-aged forest canopy, create many 

areas of shadow which, in some cases, were confused with 

the darker tones of coniferous crowns (note the triangle-
" 

shaped conifer stands in the northern portion of Segment 

218, Figure 24). This rough texture of the forest canopy 
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resulted in many areas of shadow, but it also caused highly 

illumin~ted points on the sunward side of tree crowns. This 

additional phenomenon seemed to account for many of the data 

points in deciduous forest areas which were misclassified 

as agricultural cover types. 

It should be noted that the LARS system of determining 

test area accuracies often results in conservative accuracy 

percentages. This is because an entire test area must be 

declared by the researcher to be one cover type or another, 

rather than a mixture. However, in reality, mixture of 

cover types are the rule and were often mapped out by the 

computer as such, but in the tables, of teat areas, this 

situation is not apparent. For example, some of the deci

duous forest test points "missclassified" as forage were 

not misclassifications at all. In grazed woodlands where 

the forest canopy density has decreased and the entire stand 

has become more open over time, grass has invaded the forest 

floor. In many cases the classifier, in fact, correctly 

classified such forage areas under open deciduous stands. 

Conversely, the system has correctly classified scattered 

individual tree crowns growing in pasture fields (compare 

southern portion of Segment 218 in Figure 24 with classi

fication results in Figure 26). Therefore, in some cases, 

the actual classification accuracy may be even better than 

the numbers indicate. 
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Th.e water, forage, corn and soybean classes varied 

considerably in their classification performance. As is 

usually the case, water was classified with an extremely 

high accuracy, due to its low reflectance in the near and 

middle infrared portions of the spectrum (Figure 3). The 

row crop categories, corn and soybeans, also were classified 

with quite high accuracy as a combined class. An examina

tion of Table 3 reveals that what confusion did take place 

with corn and soybeans was primarily between the two cate

gories rather than with other cover types. Forage, which 

is a "catch-all" category to a certain extent, since it com

bines pasture, hay, and stubble, had an extremely wide 

variance and inevitably classified rather poorly, seldom 

exceeding 85-88 percent accuracy. 

While confusion occurred between many of the categories, 

it should be emphasized that the confus·ion between the 

forest categories and other non-forest categories was mini

mal, indicating the relatively high spectral separability 

of forest, in general, from other cover types, using ADP 

techniques. This result is one of the major, significant 

findings of this research. 

Table 4 lists the results of the classification derived 

from use of all twelve channels. (These results are also 

illustrated in Figure 7). The overall classification 

performance was slightly over 95 percent and, as an indivi

dual cover type, only forage did not exceed 95 percent 
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accuracy. Whi~e the overall accuracy was increased by about 

4 percent over the use of the best five-channel combination, 

the amount of computer time required to buy this increased 

accuracy was considerable -- about 90 minutes compared to 

20 minutes as indicated in Figure 5. with computer time 

costing $250 per hour, this is an increase from $83 to 

$375. 

Spectral Region Evaluation 

One of the major phases of this research project invol

ved the evaluation of the spectral regions in which the 

scanner data was obtained, including the visible (0.46-

0.72 ].1m), near infrared (0.72-1. 4 ].1m), middle infrared 

(1.4-4.0 m) and thermal infrared (4.0-13.5 m). This was 

the first time that this type of quantitative evaluation of 

the various spectral regions had been conducted. Tables 

5-11 show the test class performances obtained in the 

various analysis sequences conducted during this phase of 

the research. From these tables, Figures 10-17 were prepared 

using the percent correct identification for the. test 

samples of the different cover types. All cases (Tables 

5-11) involve only five wavelength bands for the classifi

cation. Table 5 is the control in that all twelve wave

length bands were considered by the feature selection pro

cessor, with the resulting best five-channel combination 

used in the classification. In the subsequent analysis 
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4 FOR At.> t: 11760 8'5 .. 5 22 1 2 11lOSL 413 1264 

5 COf{N 2679 90 .. 7 4 0 191 2431 52 

6 SOyeE AN 2616 95 .. 7 10 0 0 91 15 ? 560 

TOT ... L 49794 29782 tU?'] 335 lu 71 ~ 3104 4'5 ') 

OV ERALL PEKFORMANCE( 45206/ 491'141 '" 90 .. 6 

AVERAGE PtKFORMANCE BY CLASS t 558 .. 9/ b) :: ')3 .. 2 

CO 

CO 

CO 

CO 

co 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

32.7u 

'" co 



Table 6. Classification results: only visible channels considered. 

StRIAl NUMBER------- 912219701 ClAS$IFIEl)- Stpr 12,1-172 

ChANNEL 

CHANNEL 

CHANNEL 

CHANNEL 

CHANNEL 

2 

3 

3 

4 

5 

6 

SPECTRAL BAND 

SPEC fRAl BA~~O 

SPECTRAL BAND 

SPECTRAL BA~D 

SPECTRAL BA'lO 

CLASS 

DEClDUOU 

CONIFER 

WATER 

CHANNELS USE,) -----------------
0 .. 46 TO 0.49 MICROMETEKS 

0.50 TO 0 .. 54 MICROMt:T£:i't$ 

0 .. 52 TO 0 .. 57 MICROMeTERS 

0.54 TO 0 .. 00 MIC~OMt:TEKS 

0.58 TO 0.65 MICq,OM(TtK$ 

CLASSE~ -----------

feST CLASS PERrURMANCE:: 

CALI BRAT In'\j [OUf 

CAll BRAT ll'l\l CODE:: 

CALIBRATln'l CUOE 

C ALI BRAT I n~ CUDE 

CALlBRATIn\j CODE 

4 

5 

6 

CLASS 

FORAGE 

CORN 

SllYB~AN 

NUMBE~ OF SAMPLES ClASSlFIEO INTO 
NO OF peT. 

GROUP SAMP$ CORCr DEC lDUUU corB FER wATER fORAGE CORN ~OYBt-AN 

OECIDuUU 32252 56.2 18129 11 5'53 1314 40j 71 182 

2 CONIFtR 88 69.3 20 61 6 J 0 

3 wATER 339 72 .. 9 35 241 52 4 a 
4 FORAGi: 11760 67.3 11 3 252 BIb 1~59 1619 

5 CORN 2679 95.6 0 0 19 \1 2560 83 

6 SOYBEAN 2676 90.9 18 4 5 6l 155 24.33 

TOTAL 49794 18213 11622 1843 /j44-1 4749 4118 

OVERAll PEKFORMANCE( 31346{ 49794) 63.0 

AVERAGE PEKFQRMANCE BY CLASS( 452.21 6) := 75.4 

CO 

CO 

CO 

CO 

CO 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

'" '" 



Table 7. Classification results: only infrared channels considered. 

SE~IAl NU~BER------- 91321970] ClAS51FIED- SEPT 13.1172 

ChANNEL 8 

CHANNEL 9 

CHAN~El 10 

CnANNEL 

C hANr-.jEl 

2 

3 

11 

12 

SPEC TI{Al BA'lD 

SPECTRAL BA\jO 

SPEC fRAl BAND 

SPECTRAL BAND 

SPi:.CTf{AL BA~O 

CLASS 

DECIOUOU 

CO~IFER 

WATER 

CHANi'iELS uS EO -----------------
0.72 TO 0.92 MICROMETE~S 

1.00 TO 1.40 MIC,OMt;TEt{S 

1.50 TO 1.80 MICROMETEKS 

2.00 fa 2.60 MI:RDMErEK$ 

9.30 TO 11.70 MIC~OMtrEKS 

CLASSE!:. -----------

TEST CLASS PERfORMANCE 

CALIBR4Pf1'1 CODE 

CALI8RAT[n~ CODE 

CAlIBRATlf1,'1 CODE: 

CALItlRATIO\\ CODE 

CALI8RATIf1N COOE = 

4 

5 

6 

CLASS 

FORAGE 

CORN 

$OYBfAN 

Nu~aEK OF SAMPLES CLA~SIFIEO INTO 
NO OF PCT .. 

GROUP SA"PS CORer DEC IDUOU CO"l1 FER 

1 DECIOuOU 32252 84.9 21380 14'-)1 

2 CO~[FI:R 88 89.8 9 79 

3 WATER 339 98 .. 5 

4 FCf{AGt 11760 78.6 302 , CORN 2679 78.5 1.,17 0 

6 SaYBE AN 2616 75.7 15 0 

TOT AL 49194 27910 1572 

OVERALL PE~FO~MANCE( 411&6/ 4q194}: 82.7 

AVERAGE PEKfQRMANCE BY CLASS{ ~06.0/ 6) = ~4.3 

wATE:{ fORAGE CORN 'SJY BE AN 

0 98; 2211 liS 

0 0 0 0 

334 L 0 

2 n3d 487 1130 

0 60 2103 J19 

0 IS' 476 1':)26 

336 10448 5218 4250 

CO 

CO 

co 
co 
co 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

32.70 

-.J 

'" 
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Table 8. Classification results: visible, middle infrared, thermal 
infrared channels considered. 

SERIAL NUMBER------- 118219704 CLASS IFI ED- SEPT IBd972 

Cr1AN(.lEl 4 

CHANNEL 6 

CHANNEL LO 

CHANNEL 11 

CHANNFl 12 

2 

3 

NO OF 

SPEC fRAL SArW 

SPEC fRAl BMW 

SPECTRAL ~A"lO 

SPEC fRAL BAND 

$Pf:C fRAl BA'ND 

CLASS 

DEC t DUOU 

CONIFER 

wATER 

peT. 

CHAN-liflS uSEu -----------------
0.52 TO 0.57 MiCRO'1t:TERS 

0.58 TO 0.65 MI:;I{OMI:;:TEKS 

l.50 TO 1.BO MICRO~l:TtRS 

2.00 TO 2.60 MJ CRO"1~ TEKS 

Q.30 TO 11.70 MI:ROMtrE~S 

CLASSE:::. 
-----------

TEST CLASS PERrQRMANCE 

CAL I BRAT Ir-"l CODE 

CALIt:sRATIn'-I CODE 

C ALI BRA TI D"l CODE 

CALIBRATII'1N CODE 

CALI-BRAT I n:;j CODE 

4 

5 

6 

ClA.~S 

FGRA(;t:: 

CORN 

$OYtJEAN 

--------------------------
NUMUER OF SAMPLES ~LASSIFIED INTO 

GROUP $A"1PS CORe T DECIDUJLJ CUNIH:R wA TER rORAGE COR~ SdYBEAI\I 
OECIDuOU 32252 93.9 30281 153 0 303 296 4L9 
CGNIFt:R 88 95.5 4 84 0 0 0 0 
WATER 339 97.9 0 2 332 , 0 0 
FORAGt 11760 83 .. 4 32 0 980':1 4BS 1433 
CORN 2679 94 .. 1 2 2 0 8" 2537 52 
$OYBEAr..j 2676 97.0 4 0 0 57 LB 7597 

TOT AL 49194 30323 1041 333 10260 3336 4501 

CO 

CO 

CO 

CO 

L CO 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

32.70 

OVERALL PEKFORMANCEI 45640/ 497941 = 91.7 

AVERAGE PERFORMANCE BY CLASS{ 562.4/ 61 = 13.7 
-J 
i-' 

J 



Table 9. Classification results: visible, near infrared, thermal 
infrared channels considered. 

SERIAL NUMBER------- g182l9705 CLASSIFIED- SE.PT 18,1972 

CHANNELS USf:D -----------------
CHANNEL 4 SPECTRAL BAND 0.52 TO O.S7 MICRDMETEKS CALIBRATION CODE '" co 0.0 

CHANNEL 7 SPECTRAL BAND 0.6t TO 0.70 MICROMETEK$ C ALI BRAT l~,-I CODE CO '" 0.0 

ChANNE:l 8 

ChANNEL 9 

CHANNEL 12 

2 

3 

SPECTRAL BA~O 

SPECTRAL BAND 

SPt'CTRAl BA"lO 

CLASS 

OfCIOUOU 

CONIFtR 

WATER 

0.72 fO 0.92 MICROMETEK$ 

Loa TO 1.40 MICROMiTEKS 

9.30 TO 11.70 M[CRO~LTEKS 

ClA$SE:;. -----------

TEST CLASS PER~ORMA~CE 

CALI8RATInN coDE 

CAUBRAT InN CODE 

CALIBRATlr,'IJ CODE 

4 

5 

o 

CLA<;S 

FORAl';i 

CORN 

SOYB~AN 

NUMtlER OF SA~rlE:S ~lASS[FIED INTO 
NO OF peT. 

GROUP SAMP$ CORCT DEClDUUU CU'IlFER wATER fOR~GE CORN <;OYBEAN 

DEC IOuUU 32252 92.5 29Bj6 121)1 0 309 302 004 

2 CONIFeR 88 92.0 7 HI 0 0 0 0 

3 WATER 339 98.2 0 4 rn 2 0 0 

4 FOR-AGt 11302 81.8 59 II 2 9922 357 "5 
5 CORN 2122 86.8 0 0 23d 1842 41 

0 SOY BE AN 2412 92 .. 8 6 2 0 100 06 2.<::38 

TOT foil 48515 29908 1306 335 lu571 2567 ~1328 

OVERAll PEKFORMANCE{ 442521 4ts51? I "" 91.2 

AVERAGE PE,d-ORMANCE BY CLASS! 550.21 61 , H .. 1 

co 0.0 

co 0.0 

co 32.70 

-.J 
N 



Table 10. Classification results: visible and thermal infrared channels 
considered. 

SERIAL NUMBER------- 924219707 ClA$SIFIE:D- StPT 24,1972 

Ct,ANNEL 

CHANNEL 

CHANNEL 

CHANNEL 

ChANNEL 

2 

3 

3 

4 

6 

7 

12 

SPECTRAL BAND 

SPECTRAL BAe.tD 

SPECTRAL BAND 

$PE::CTI{Al BAND 

SPEC TRAl BA~W 

CLASS 

DEC I DuOU 

CON I FER 

WATER 

CHAN!1ELS USEU 

-----------------
0 .. '50 TO 0 .. 54 MICROMt:ft:k$ 

0 .. 52 fa 0."7 MICROMdEK$ 

U.58 TO 0.65 MICROMtTEr{$ 

0.61 TO 0 .. 70 MICROMETEt{$ 

Q.30 TO 11.70 ~ICROMtTtKS 

ClASSf::> -----------

TEST CLASS PERFORMANCE 

CAL [BRAT I flN CODE 

CALIBRATIn~ CUuf 

CAL I tiRAT fllN CODE 

CALlBRATlnN COuf: 

CAUBRATIlli CUDE 

4 

5 

6 

CLASS 

FORAGE 

CORN 

$OYBFAN 

NO OF 
NUM8ER OF SAMPLES ClA~SIFlf:D INTO 

PCT. 
GROUP SAMPS CORcr DECIDUOU CONIFER wA TEl{ fORAGE CORN SOYBEAN 

1 DECI0UUU 32252 59.6 19232 11485 17 290 ' 96 1132 
2 CON 1 Ft;:R 88 77.3 19 68 0 0 0 1 

3 WATER 339 81. L 6 0 275 5, 2 2 
4 FORAG!;; 11760 82.1 12 5 214 '1656 487 1186 

5 CORN 2679 97.9 a 0 0 1 7 2623 H 

6 SOYBEAN 2676 89.8 2 43 0 76 151 7404 

TOTAL 49794 19271 11601 506 1009.1 3359 4964 

OVERALL PEKFORMANCE( 342'58/ 497941 = 68.8 

AVERAGE PEKFORMANCE BY CLASS! 487.9/ 61 = 81.3 

CO 

co 
CO 

co 
CO 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

32 .. 7U 

.... 
w 
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sequences, one or more spectral regions were deleted from 

considel?ation ln fue channel selection process, but in each 

case a total of five wavelength bands was actually used in 

the classification. It is of particular significance to 

note that the five wavelength bands actually utilized in the 

control classification (Table 5) included one in the green 

portion of the visible, one in the red portion of the 

visible, and one each in the near infrared, the middle in

frared, and the thermal infrared regions. 

Figure 10 illustrates the overall test results for the 

various analysis sequences. The first bar in the figure 

represents the test results provided by the control combina

tion of channels which was selected upon consideration of 

all available channels. The remaining bars represent test 

results obtained from the five-channel combinations selected 

in the various other channel selection sequences. Because 

of its predominance in the segment, and hence in the test 

deck, the deciduous forest class has a greater effect than 

any other on the overall test results. For this reason, 

Figure 10 bears a close resemblance to Figure 12. 

Figure 11 illustrates the high separability of forest 

cover (deciduous and coniferous forest combined) from other 

cover types, when various combinations of spectral regions 

were considered. In all but two cases the accuracy equaled 

or exceeded 95 percent. When only visible channels were 

considered (Table 6) a considerable amount of confusion 
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between forest and water resulted. Figure 3 illustrates 

that while the mean reflectance of the two forest categories 

is somewhat lower than that of water in the visible channels, 

there is still much overlap, which explains the confusion 

between these categories. Also note from Figure 3 that 

forest tends to have a significantly lower response than 

all three of the agricultural classes in the visible channels, 

so with only the visible channels considered, forest still 

separates from other cover types with an accuracy in excess 

of 90 percent. 

The five infrared channels alone (visible excluded from 

consideration) were able to separate forest from other cover 

types with an accuracy of slightly less than 90 percent 

(Figure 11). In this case, forest was misclassified as 

corn and forage (Table 7). This would indicate that forest 

bears some resemblance to corn and forage in the infrared 

channels, resulting in confusion when the visible is not 

included to aid distinction. In all cases, however, there 

occurred at least some confusion between forest and the agri

cultural cover types. 

A few of these misclassifications were valid. That is, 

grassy clearings in some of the forested test areas were 

often classified as forage, which indeed they were. For 

the most part, however, these misclassifications could pro

bably be attributed to the fact that the highly iLluminated 
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sides of tree crowns had spectral responses very similar to 

those of agricultural cover types. 

with combined forest broken down into its two compo

nent categories, the classification results were more vari

able (Figures 12 and 13). A major source of error in all 

cases was that of deciduous being misclassified as conifer. 

In several cases, confusion between deciduous and the 

various agricultural cover types was also significant. 

Tables 5-11 and Figure 12 list and illustrate the re

sults for the deciduous forest class. When 0 all channels 

~lere considered (Table 5), the largest single source of 

error was that of deciduous being misclassified as conifer 

in addition to some confusion with the three agricultual 

cover types. While the visible channels alone separated 

combined forest from other cover types with an accuracy of 

92 percent (Figure 11), they did a very poor job of dif

ferentiating between deciduous and coniferous forest (Table 

6, ,Figure 12). This confusion would be expected by anyone 

who has ever attempted to differentiate between deciduous 

and coniferous forest on either panchromatic or normal 

color photography. In general, conifers have a somewhat 

lower reflectance than deciduous trees in the visible 

wavelengths. However, the conifer stands present in Segment 

218 were eastern white pine, which has a higher reflectance 

than most conifers. In fact, the coniferous forest training 
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class actually exhibited a slightly higher mean reflectance 

than deciduous in the visible channels (Figure 3). These 

data support the statement that the difference between the 

deciduous and coniferous forest present in this segment 

was minimal in the visible portion of the spectrum. 

Also, based on the visible wavelengths, a significant 

number of deciduous forest data points in the test areas 

were misclassified as water (Table 6). Figure 3 illustrates 

the spectral similarity between deciduous forest and water, 

in the visible wavebands, thus explaining the reason for 

this confusion. 

The five infrared channels alone provided much improved 

separation between deciduous and coniferous forest (Table 

7, Figures 12 and 13). Figure 3 illustrates the lower mean 

reflectance of conifer in the near and middle infrared, 

particularly in Channels 9 and 10. There was much confusion, 

however, between deciduous forest and two of the agricul

tural cover types, corn and forage. 

Accuracy did not decrease, when the near infrared was 

deleted from consideration, (Table 8, Figure 12), nor did 

it suffer when middle infrared was deleted from considera

tion (Table 9). However, when both near and middle infra

red were deleted so that only the visible and the thermal 

infrared were considered, recognition accuracies for 

deciduous forest d'ropped considerably (Table 10, Figure 12). 

Combined forest was still classified quite well when both 
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the near and middle infrared were deleted from consideration 

(Figure "11) , but there was considerable confusion between 

deciduous and coniferous forest, and some confusion between 

deciduous and soybeans. Apparently the near infrared and 

the middle infrared regions serve the same function. Thus, 

while it is not necessary for both regions to be present, 

one of the two appears necessary for reliable forest cover 

mapping. 

The results of the classification from which the thermal 

infrared was deleted (Table 11, Figure 12) show good separa

tion between deciduous and conifer, as well as good separa

tion between combined forest (Figure 11) and other cover 

types. The only problem appears to be some confusion between 

deciduous and forage (Table 11). This confusion might per

haps be explained by the differences in relative depth of 

the two canopies; that is, the deciduous forest presents 

a very deep canopy, perhaps 30-50 feet, while forage has a 

depth of only a few inches. These differences in relative 

depth would undoubtedly result in different thermal charac

teristics for the two cover types. If, in some instances, 

the only significant differences between two cover types 

were thermal-related, the presence of the thermal channel 

would be critical. 

The principal source of error in the coniferous forest 

category (Figure 13) was that of conifers being misclassi

fied as deciduous, The only case where conifer was 
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misclassified to any significant degree as something other 

than deciduous forest was where only the visible channels 

were used (Table 6). Here, there was some confusion between 

coniferous forest and water. The spectral similarities of 

coniferous forest and water in the visible channels are 

illustrated by Figure 3. For the most part, however, 

coniferous forest was highly separable (Figure 13). 

In all but two cases, water easily separated from 

other cover types with a very high degree of accuracy 

(Figure 14). One exception was the case in which only 

visible channels were considered (Table 6). Here a con

siderable number of test points were misclassified as deci

duous forest and forage. Researchers at LARS have pre

viously noted and documented the similarities in the visi

ble wavelengths between water, particularly turbid water, and 

many vegetative cover types (Figure 3). Thus, without the 

infrared channels present, confusion may be expected to re

sult. The second instance of poor classification for the 

water category occurred where both the near and the middle 

infrared were deleted, indicating that, of the three infra

red regions, these two are the most important for classi

fying water. This is borne out by the excellent results 

obtained when the thermal infrared channel was deleted 

from consideration (Table 11, Figure 14). This deletion 

caused no reduction in classification accuracy for water. 

It is interesting to note-that in the channel number study 
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discussed earlier, the best single channel selected was 

Channel "10, in the middle infrared. This channel alone 

classified water with an accuracy in excess of 96 percent 

(Table 2, Appendix B). This is eXplained by the fact that 

in this particular wavelength band as in the others consti

tuting the near and middle infrared regions, water has a 

substantially lower response than most other natural 

cover types (Figure 3). 

Forage was used as a "catch-all" agricultural category, 

and consisted of pasture, hay, and stubble. As might be 

expected, it had an extremely wide spectral variance (Figure 

3) and for the most part, gave a low classification accuracy 

relative to the other categories (Figure 15). In all 

cases the primary source of confusion occurred between 

forage and row crops. The only exception was when only 

infrared channels were considered (Table 7). In that case, 

a few forage test points were misclassified as deciduous 

forest. For the most part, however, confusion between 

the forest categories and forage was relatively insignifi

cant. It is of importance to note that forage was the only 

category whose classification accuracy was substantially 

reduced by the deletion of the thermal channel (Table 11). 

This confusion, allowed by the absence of the thermal 

infrared, concerned corn and soybeans. The row crop canopy, 

being deeper and more vigorous, was more influenced by the 

cooling effects of transpiration than the less vigorous 
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and constantly trampled pasture fields, periodically mowed 

hay fields, and harvested stubble fields constituting the 

forage class (Figure 3). The absence of the thermal infrared 

channel, then, would be expected to result in a certain 

amount of confusion. 

As with forage, there was little confusion between the 

row crop categories (corn and soybeans) and the forest 

categories. Misclassification, for the most part, consisted 

of confusi9n between the three agricultural cover types, 

i.e. forage, corn and soybeans (Tables 5-11, Figures 15-17). 

This confusion did not affect, and in fact, was of little 

interest to the objectives of this study. 

To summarize, it would appear that, for forest cover 

mapping, the various spectral regions do differ signifi

cantly in relative value. The visible channels alone seem 

to do a good job of separating combined forest from other 

cover types, but are inadequate as far as differentiating 

between deciduous and coniferous forest. The infrared 

channels alone, on the other hand, seem to perform well in 

differentiating between deciduous and coniferous forest, 

but are not as satisfactory as the visible for separating 

forest in general, and deciduous in particular, from other, 

nonforest, cover types. The logical conclusion, then, 

would be that both the visible and the infrared channels 

are necessary fo~ accurate hasic forest cover mapping. When 

either the near or the middle infrared are deleted 
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individually, accuracies remain high, but when both are 

deleted at the same time, accuracy drops considerably. On 

the other hand, when the thermal infrared is deleted, the 

drop in accuracy is slight. This would indicate that of the 

infrared wavelengths, the. reflective infrared (near and 

middle infrared) is the most important, and that only one 

of the two reflective infrared wavelength regions is really 

necessary to obtain good results. This conclusion seems 

to be supported by the results thus far obtained in the anal

ysis of ERTS multispectral scanner data, which is recorded 

in two visible and two near infrared channels. The infor

mation contained in these four channels seems to be suffi

cient for accurate basic forest cover mapping (Landgrebe 

et al. 1972). 

This is not to say, however, that the thermal region 

is unimportant. It is interesting, and of some significance, 

to note that the separability processor always selected at 

least one channel from "each of the spectral regions which 

it was allowed to consider. For instance, when it was 

allowed to consider all twelve channels, i.e. all four 

spectral regions, it selected two visible, one near infrared, 

one middle infrared, and the thermal infrared channel. Like

wise, in all other cases, it selected at least one channel 

from each of the available spectral regions. This would 

indicate that in general, all four regions are important, 

even though their relative values may vary. 
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A second set of twelve-channel MBS data, acquired the 

same day over similar cover types near the Ohio River, was 

analyzed in the same manner as Segment 218. While the 

classifica.tion accuracies deviated from those described 

above, the trends were similar,and tended to substantiate 

the above stated conclusions. 

MSS-Digitized CIR Comparison 

The results of the comparisons between MSS data and 

digitized color infrared photography are listed and illus

trated in Tables 12-15 and Figures 18, 19 and 27. The 

three MSS data channels used in this comparison were those 

which most closely approximated the wavelength bands of the 

color infrared photos (Figure 7). In general, the digitized 

photography compared poorly, especially where the perpoint 

classifications were concerned (Tables 12 and 13 and Figure 

18). The greatest discrepancy in classification accuracy 

between the two sets of data occurred in the forest cate

gories, particularly deciduous forest. 

In the MSS data, the primary source of confusion for 

deciduous forest was with coniferous forest, and vise 

versa (Table 12). In fact, a mathematical combination of 

the two forest classes revealed a classification accuracy 

for combined forest of 93.6 percent with only three 

channels. The remaining classes, with the exception of 

forage which was badly confused with row crops, were 
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Table 12. Perpoint classification results: multispectral scanner 
data using three channels corresponding to color 
infrared film bands. 

S(R.IAl ,'tIUMBER------- 1215206803 CLA5S[F[ED- DEC 15,1972 

CtiANNEL 4 

Ct-lANNEL 7 

CHANNEl b 

2 

3 

CHANNELS USEO 

~PECTRAl BAND 0.52 TU 0.57 MICROMETERS 

SP~CTRAl tiANO O.bl TU 0.10 MICROMETERS 

SPECT~Al BAND 0.72 fO 0.92 MICROMETERS 

CLASSES 

CLASS 

LJECIO 

CUNIF-ER 

wATEtt 

TtST CLASS PERFORMANCE 

CALIBRATIUN CODE % 

CAL IBRAfION CODE 

CALIBRATION CODE 

CLASS 

4 FORAGE , CURN 

6 SOY 

--------------------------
NUMBER (IF SAMPLES CLASSIFIED INTO 

NO UF- peT .. 
GROUP SAMPS COKer DE:C (0 CONIHR wATER FORAGE CORN SOY 

OECIU 32252 8:3.9 21061 3133 4 433 l6l 1460 

CONIFER 8" 89.8 9 79 0 0 0 0 

WATER "9 'l6.2 9 326 2 0 

FUKAGE 117bL b4.l 5 10 l2 7533 2405 1 JgS 

lORN 2679 ,n.') 0 2 0 17 2613 47 

SOy 2bn gz.5 43 00 U 44 114 2475 

TOTAL 49794 27119 3233 342 8018 5295 5771 

co 
co 
co 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

OVERALL PERFORMANCE! 400iH 1 491941 80.5 

AVERAGE PERFUKMANCE BY CLASS! 523.91 61 = 87.3 

ro 

"" 



Table 13. Perpoint classification results: digitized color 
infrared photography using all three channels. 

SE{IAL NUMBER------- 1133206803 ClA$SIFIEO- NOli 30,1972 

CHANNEL 

CHANNEL 2 

CHANNEL 3 

2 

3 

CHAN.-.ElS uSEu 

SPECTRAL BA~D 0.4/ TO 0.61 MICROMtTEK$ 

SPECTRAL 8A~D 0.59 TO 0.71 MIC~OM~TERS 

SPECTRAL BA~O 0.68 TO 0.89 Ml:RO~ETE~S 

CLASSEs. 

CLASS 

DEC ID 

CONIFER 

WATER 

TEST CLASS PERiORMA~Ct 

CAlIBRATl(1i CODE: 

CALIBRAT[O"l CODE 

CAL IBRAT F"l:-,j CODE 

Cl ASS 

4 FORAGE 

5 CORN 

b SOy 

--------------------------
NUMeER OF SAMPLES CLASSIFieD INTO 

\10 OF PCT. 
GROUP SAMPS CORCT DEClO CO\lIFER WATER fURAGE COR;>! StJy 

DEC 10 34970 36. 1 12607 1361 100 951 10389 2956 

2 CONIH:R 121 63.8 0' 8! 5 0 1 

3 wATER 4.1 97.6 () 1 450 4 0 0 

4 FORAGe 11985 68.2 345 bOl 21 alU 1957 883 

5 CORN 2018 75.6 3Ul 133 0 ., 1525 lb 

b SOY 1158 87.1 83 1 0 3l lOb IS3l 

TOT AL 51319 13369 81-16 1182 9201 13984 '5387 

OVERALL PEkFORMANCE{ 24366/ 513191 47.5 

AVERAGE PEKFORMANCE BY CLASS! 428.3/ 61 0 7t .4 

co 
CO 

CO 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

"" o 



Table 14. Perfield classification results: multispectral 
scanner data using three channels corresponding 
to color infrared film bands. 

PERFORMANCE SUM~ARY 
---------------------

NUMBER OF fIELDS CLASSIFIED AS 
NO Of pcr FLO NO JF peT SAM 

elAS S FLDS CORRECT SAMS CORRECT DECLO CON I FER. WATER FORAGE CORN SOY 

DEeD 40 100 .. 0 32252 100.0 46 0 0 0 0 0 

2 CONI:ER 4 100 .. 0 8' 100.0 0 4 0 0 0 0 

j wArn 15 100.0 339 100.0 0 0 15 0 0 0 

4 FORA:>E 80 57 .. 5 Ll76J 63.4 0 0 0 46 21 1 

, CORN 10 100.0 l.6rl 100.0 0 0 0 0 10 0 

0 SOY 24 9'.).n l6 ff> 91. <.J 0 0 0 0 1 23 

rOTA1..- S 119 80.4- 49794 ' 91.2 46 4 15 46 38 30 

Table 15. Perfield classification results: digitized color 
infrared photography using all three channels. 

PERI"ORMANCE SUMMARY 
---------------------

NUMBER Of rIELDS CLASSIFIED AS 
NO OF PCT FLO NO UF- PC T SAM 

CLASS FlQS CQRREC r SAMS caRREC r DEC 10 CONIFER WATER FORAGE CORN SUY 
DEClO 45 84 .. 4 l34t149 84.4- 3. 0 0 6 0 

2 CONIFER 4 7'>.0 418 82. 1 3 0 0 0 0 

3 WAHl{ 15 100.0 1489 100.0 0 0 15 0 0 0 

4 FORAGE 13 78.1 44173 b8.1 0 57 13 

5 CORN 5 8C.O 1741 91 .. 4 0 0 0 4 0 

6 SOy 16 87.5 b32£ 94 .. 0 0 0 0 14 \.D 
I-' 

TOT AlS 15B b2 .. 9 i949'l2 81 .. 4 41 5 15 58 24 15 

J 
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poor results were probably due, at least in part, to inade

quate training for the digitized photographic data. What 

was sufficient for the MSS data was apparently inadequate 

for the digitized color infrared photography. Since the 

plan of analysis did not call for alteration of the training 

deck for the benefit of the digitized photography, however, 

the inadequacy of the training deck cannot be s~stantiated. 

An examination of Figure 4, reveals the apparent lack 

of spectral contrast between the training classes in Channels 

I and 2 of tIie digitized photography (with the exception of 

forage). Only in Channel 3 do there appear to be any 

significant spectral differences, and even there the forest 

classes show much similarity. The MSS data, on the other 

hand, (Figure 3) exhibits much more contrast in the three 

corresponding channels (four:O.52-0.57 ~m, seven:0.61-0.70 ~m, 

and eight:0.72-0.92 ~m). In all three MSS channels, the 

two forest classes appear to have a significantly lower 

response than the three agricultural classes (Figures 3, 

20, and 22) with water plainly separable in Channel 8 

(Figure 3). In general, then, according to the relative 

differences shown on the cospectral plots of Figures 3 and 

4, the digitized photography has a narrower dynamic range 

with less contrast between the training classes. The fact 

that there is greater contrast between general forest and 

other cover classes in the MSS data than in the di9itized 

photography is evident in Figures 24 and 25. 

Larry Biehl
Note
Pages 92-93 are not in the original document.
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Another problem may be the limited number of channels 

available. The spectral region evaluation study, based on 

various five-channel combinations, concluded that the visible 

and near-infrared portions of the spectrum should be ade-

quate for accurate forest cover mapping. However, when 

these two regions were represented by only three channels, 

(MSS Channels 4, 7, and 8 for purposes of the comparison 

between the digitized photographic data and the MSS data), 

the results did not reflect those obtained with the use of 

five channels. Of further note is the channel number 

study in which the feature selection processor selected 

the "best" three-channel combination from the visible, 

middle infrared, and thermal infrared and still fell short 

of 90 percent overall classification accuracy (Table 2, 

Figure 5). Since the number of channels used in a classi-
, 

fication determines the number of dimensions, in space, 

in which decision boundaries are established by the clas-

sification algorithm, one might conclude that three dimen-

sions or channels are simply not enough, especially when 

those channels which are available are limited to the 

visible and the near infrared portions of the spectrum. 

The discrepancies in classification accuracies between 

the two data sets are less in the perfield classification 

results (Tables 14 and 15, Figure 19) than in the perpoint 

results. In addition, for the most part, the perfield 

classification results are substantially higher, with the 
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exception of forage which actually decreased slightly where 

the MSS data was concerned. Several classes (including both 

forest classes) were classified with an accuracy of 100 

percent, in the MSS imagery. 

Past work at LARS has indicated that accuracies almost 

always tend to be higher with the perfield classifier. By 

looking at the test field as a whole, dissimilar individual 

data points are averaged in with all the other points in the 

test field. While they have an influence on both the mean 

and standard deviation of the test field, such dissimilar 

points are not classified individually based on their own 

spectral characteristics, but rather with the remainder 

of the test field as one decision. In effect, then, the 

perfield classifier considers spatial as well as spectral 

information. This is a basic and extremely important 

aspect of this classifier. 

Despite the appearance of tendencies and trends, ~~e 

validity of comparing these two types of data (digitized 

photography and MSS) is somewhat questionable. While tile 

two types of data may be processed to the same format, 

amenable to the same analysis techniques, their acquisition 

is by entirely different means; the scanner being electro

nic in nature, while the photographic emulsion is chemical. 

Both good and poor results have been reported con

cerning the automatic analysis of digitized multieffiulsion 

photography. While the results of this study are 
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inconclusive, suffice it to say that automatic analysis of 

photographic data should be approached with extreme caution. 

Though photography is cheaper and easier to acquire than 

scanner data, and is easily interpreted manually, the narrow

er dynamic range, the illumination problems within this 

photographic data set, and the fact that the data was 

limited to only three channels, (and hence only three 

dimensions in the classifier) seem to pose serious limita

tions to its analysis by the ADP techniques utilized in this 

study. The qualitative nature of the photographic emulsion 

simply does not lend itself/to reliable quantitative anal

ysis. 



Channel 4 (0.52-0.57~m) Channel 7 (0.6l-0.70~m) Channel 8 (0.72-0.92~m) 

Figure 20. Digital display images of the northern portion of Seg. 218: 
MSS Channels 4, 7, and 8. 
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Channell (O.47-0.61vm) Channel 2 (O.59-0.71vm) Channel 3 (O.68-0.89vm) 

Figure 21. Digital display images of the northern portion of Seg. 218: 
digitized color infrared photo, Channels 1, 2, and 3. 
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Channel 4 (O.52-0.57pm) Channel 7 (O.61-0.70pm) Channel 8 (O.72-0.92pm) 

Figure 22. Digital display images of the southern portion of Seg. 218: 
MSS Channels 4, 7, and 8. 
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Channel 1 (O.47-0.6l~m) Channel 2 (O.59-0.7l~m) Channel 3 (O.68-0.89~m) 

Figure 23. Digital display images of the southern portion of Seg. 218: 
digitized color infrared photo, Channels 1, 2, and 3. 
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Northern portion of 
Seg. 218 

Southern portion of 
Seg. 218 

Figure 24. Color infrared reconstitution of 
Seg. 218 using MSS data, Channels 
4, 7, and 8. 
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Northern portion of 
Seg. 218 

Southern portion of 
Seg. 218 

Figure 25. Color infrared reconstitution of 
Seg. 218 using digitized color 
infrared photographic data, 
Channels 1, 2, and 3. 
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Northern portion of 
Scg. 218 

LEGEND 

Southern portion of 
Seg. 218 

deciduous fo~est ..•••• green 
coniferous forest •.••• black 
water ................................. blue 
forage ................ yellow 
corn .................................. red 
soybeans .........•..•• magenta 

Figure 26. Classification results for MSS data: 
best combination of five channels (4, 
6 I 9, 10, and 12). 
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North~rn portion of 
Seg. 218 

LEGEND 

Southern portion of 
Seg. 218 

deciduous forest ••.•• green 
coniferous forest •••• black 
water ................ blue 
forage ...... ...... ~ ...... " .... ..... yellow 
corn .............. '" ................ .. red 
soybeans ............. magenta 

Figure 27. Classification results for digitized 
color infrared photographic data, 
using all three channels. 
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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

Conclusions 

Channel Number Study 

For the purposes of this project, the use of five 

channels seemed to provide the best compromise between clas-

sification accuracy and computer time (Figure 5). This 

conclusion, however, was developed without a cost-benefit 

analysis. Different circumstances and additional input 

might well result in a different conclusion. 

Forest r1apping Capability 

The capability exists to reliably map forest cover 

using multispectral scanner data and automatic data proces-

sing techniques. The use of five of the available twelve , 

scanner channels differentiated forest from other cover 

types "lith an accuracy ±n excess of 95 percent (Table 2, 

Figure 6). In addi tian, the classifier algorithm.. was able 

to differentiate between deciduous and coniferous forest 
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with accuracies well in excess of 90 percent (Tables 2 and 3, 

Figure 6). The use of all of the available twelve channels 

elicited only a slight increase in overall accuracy (Tables 

2 and 4, Figure 7). 

Spectral Region Evaluation 

Results from two sets of data indicate that all four 

spectral regions (visible, near infrared, middle infrared, 

and thermal infrared) are valuable in forest cover mapping. 

Accurate results appear attainable, however, with the 

visible and either the near or the middle infrared. The 

visible alone seems to do a good job of separating g.eneral 

forest from other cover classes, but a poor job of differen

tiating between deciduous and coniferous forest. The near 

and middle infrared, on the other hand, are quite adequate 

for separating the two forest classes fFom each other, but 

leave some confusion between deciduous forest and other 

classes of vegetation. Accurate forest cover mapping results 

appear attainable when the visible is combined with either 

the near or the middle infrared. This conclusion compares 

favorably with early results of forest cover mapping using 

ERTS-l data. The thermal infrared appears to be desirable, 

but not necessary for reliable forest cover mapping. As 

this study, as we.ll as previous investigations have indicated, 

however, the thermal infrared is very useful in differentia

ting many non-forest cover types. 
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~1SS-Digi tized CIR Comparison 

The results obtained in this study indicate the in

adequacy of digitized color infrared photography in the area 

of forest cover mapping with ADP techniques. While the 

photography was easily interpreted manually, it had several 

characteristics which severely limited its analysis, in a 

digital format, by ADP techniques. The narrower dynamic 

range tended to limit contrast between training classes, 

and the illumination problems in the original exposure 

caused considerable confusion. While both the visible and 

the near infrared portions, of the spectrum were present 

in the digitized photographic data, the fact that these 

spectral regions were divided into only three rather broad 

channels (Figure 7), may have been partly responsible for 

the poor results. 

Recommendations 

It is recognized that the results obtained in this 

research cover a somewhat limited set of circumstances. The 

data was all obtained the same day, over the same geographic 

area, under similar atmospheric conditions, and without 

variation in the configuration of the instrumentation used. 

Given a different set of circumstances and objectives, the 

conclusions might differ from those obtained in this study. 

In view of these limitations, the following areas are 

recommended for expanded study: 
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1. Determine basic forest cover mapping capability 

with ERTS data for various geographic areas and seasons. 

2. Determine the utility of the various spectral 

regions for other objectives (agriculture, geology, land 

use, hydrology, etc.) during the various seasons. 

3. Evaluate, in detail, the various wavelength bands 

within the four spectral regions. 

4. Evaluate the effects of the digitization rate 

of photographic data on its performance for forest cover 

mapping with automatic data processing techniques. 

5. Evaluate temporal changes in the spectral charac

teristics of forest species from data acquired at various 

altitudes. 

.. 
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APPENDIX A 

Table lA 

Training and test fields used for analysis of multispectral 
scanner data: Run 71052501. 



<UN 
NUMBER 

71052501 

71052501 

71052,01 

4 71052501 

71052501 

6 71052501 

71052501 

71052501 

9 71052501 

10 71052501 

11 71051501 

12 11052501 

13 11052501 

14 71052501 

15 7105250l 

16 71052501 

17 71052501 

18 11052501 

14 11052501 

20 71052501 

21 11052501 

22 71052501 

23 7tO',il50i 

24 71052501 

25 71052501 

26 7[052501 

'27 71052501 

21:1 71052501 

;>9 71052501 

}O 71052501 

31 H052501 

32 71052501 

33 7!.052501 

34 11052501 

35 71052501 

36 71052501 

31 11052501 

38 11052501 

3'1 71.052501 

40 11052501 

41 71052501 

42 71052501 

43 71052501 

44 "1052501 

4') 71052501 

46 71052501 

4'1 71052501 

48 71052501 

4'< 71052501 

50 71052501 

51 71052501 

52 71052501 

53 71052501 

54 11052501 

55 71052501 

56 7t052501 

F 1 ElO 
DESIG. 

TRN519 

TRN 1 73 

iRN46 

TRN48 

TRN52 

TRN,5 

TRN68 

TRN333 

TRN396 

TRN1211 

TRN1114 

TI<.N1216 

TRNl239 

TRN 1273 

TRNl.290 

TRN1291 

TRN877 

TRN1l75 

TRNl.l84 

TRN146 

TRN151 

TRN155 

TRN155 

TRN227 

TRNB7 

TRN831 

TRN843 

T RN84 7 

ff.t.N506 

TRN650 

TRN335 

TRN564 

TRN405 

T RN32 

TRN56 

TRN196 

TRNll.43 

TKN1449 

TRN85} 

TRNB17 

Tfl,Nt275 

TRN105 

TRN1l5 

TRN1202 

TRN t 18'1 

TI<N678 

TRN1250 

TRN1275 

TRN1403 

TRN1492 

TRN1481 

TRN1487 

TRN661 

TRN681 

TRN683 

TRN698 

F I R5 T 
LINE 

519 

173 

46 

" 
" 66 

313 

396 

i217 

11 74 

1216 

1239 

1273 

1290 

1291 

877 

11 75 

1184 

146 

l6l 

15-5 

165 

227 

33'7 

831 

843 

647 

506 

660 

335 

564 

405 

" 
56 

196 

1143 

1449 

853 

817 

1275 

105 

115 

1202 

1189 

678 

1250 

1275 

1403 

1492 

1481 

1487 

661 

681 

683 

698 

Table lA 

5AVEQ TRAININ~ FIEL05 

LA5T LINE FIR5T LAST COLUMN FIELD 
LINE INT. COLUMN COLUMN INT. rYPE 

'" 
49 

4ij 

" 
" 
" 

339 

399 

1219 

tl 74 

1217 

124~ 

1282 

1294 

1293 

870 

117'5 

tl8~ 

148 

IS' 
159 

166 

228 

He 

834 

846 

8" 
510 

664 

339 

674 

419 

" 67 

204 

US.: 

1452 

869 

826 

1284 

111 

127 

1209 

1193 

681 

1257 

1;:>82 

1412 

1506 

1485 

l'H2 

6·'0 

685 

66' 
703 

26 

186 

67 

76 

66 

73 

" 
83 

109 

75 

197 

66 

77 

14 

82 

1<0 

41 

11 

30 

108 

113 

l20 

23 

" 
108 

11 

4 

73 

" 
'" 
105 

III 

50 

168 

180 

" 
l27 

14' 

100 

109 

189 

leT 

184 

LH4 

173 

93 

93 

194 

33 

33 

49 

174 

137 

l53 

141 

32 

192 

10 

7S 

61 

77 

" 
" 

l26 

80 

202 

73 

eo 
76 

" 1'3 

45 

20 

32 

112 

119 

129 

24 

53 

111 

14 

8 

86 

56 

204 

217 

215 

5'7 

195 

102 

58 

142 

171 

118 

l25 

197 

193 

208 

20' 

l85 

100 

100 

213 

42 

" ,," 
161 

143 

167 

143 

DEClO 

DEC 10 

COlilFER 

CON I F ER 

CONIFER 

CONIFER 

CONIFER 

CONIFER 

CONIFER 

RIVER 

R [Vf: R 

RIVER 

RIVER 

R IllER 

RIVER 

RIVER 

POND 

R IllER' 

R IllER 

POND 

POND 

POND 

POND 

POND 

POND 

POND 

POND 

POND 

PASTURE 

PASTURE 

PASTURE 

PASTURE 

PASTURE 

PASTURE 

PASTURE 

PAS TURE 

HA'!" 

HAy 

HAY 
HAY 

STUBBLE 

" nJB8LE 

STUBBLE 

STU8BLE 

STUBBLE 

STUBBLE 

CORN 

CORN 

CORN 

CORN 

CORN 

CORN 

CORN 

CORN 

CORN 

CORN 

OTHER 
INfORMAl [ON 

FOREST 

FOREST 

FOREST 

FOREST 

FORES r 
FOREST 

FOR",,,T 

FOREST 

FORES r 
WATER 

WHER 

WATER 

WA T ER 

WATER 

WAlER 

WAfER 

WAfER 

WATER 

WATER 

WAfER 

WATER 

lolA TER 

WA TER 

WHER 

WATER 

WATER 

WAfER 

WATER 

~ORAGE 

FORAGf: 

FORAGE 

FORAGI:: 

FORAGE 

FORAGE 

FORAGE 

FORAGE 

FORAGE 

FORAGE 

FORAGE 

FORAGE 

FORAGE 

FORAGE 

FORAGE 

FUR AGE 

FORAGE 

FORAG!; 

'OW 

'Ow 

80W 

80W 

80W 

ROW 

80W 

'OW 

80W 

80W 
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CLASSIFY 
CLASS 

DEC I 0 

DEClO 

CONIFER 

CONIFER 

CCNIFER 

CONifER 

CONIFER 

CONIFER 

ClNIFER 

lolA rER 

WHER 

WATER 

WATER 

WAlEK 

ViA TER 

WATER 

WATER 

WATER 

WATER 

lolA rER 

WA7ER 

WA TER 

WA TER 

riA TER 

WA TEK 

wATER 

WA lER 

WATER 

FORAGE 

FGRAGE 

fORAGE 

FORAGE 

FUR AGE 

FCRAbE 

FORAGE 

FORAGE 

FORAGE 

FORA ..... E 
FUR AGE 

FORAG£: 

FORA ..... E 

FORAGE 

fORAGE 

FORAGE 

FORAGE 

FORAGE 

CORN 

CORN 

CORN 

CORN 

CORN 

CORN 

CORN 

CORN 

CORN 

CORN 



57 71052501 

58 11052501 

59 71052';01 

60 71052501 

61 71052501 

62 "11052501 

<UN 
NUMbER 

71.052'>01 

71052,01 

7t052501 

7tO:'2501 

71052501 

11052501 

11052501 

ti 7[052501 

9 71052501 

to 11052501 

II 71052'>01 

lL 710'2,01 

U 71052501 

\4 7l05250i 

1'.> 71052501 

16 710'.>2501 

17 7t057501 

U:l n052501 

t'J 71052501 

2V 71052501 

21 71052501 

?I. 71052501 

23 11052501 

24 H052';Ol 

2'; 7l05250! 

26 71052501 

II 'Il052,Ot 

2& 71~05250 I 

2'; 71052501 

30 11052501 

3l 71052501 

3/. n052501 

H 710'2501 

34 71052501 

3, 7t052501 

16 7105250l 

3 r n052,O! 

3ti 71052501 

39 71052501 

40 71052501 

4\ 71052501 

42 71052501 

43 11052501 

44 H0525CH 

4':> 710';;1.501 

46 71052501 

41 7l0,Z501 

40 7l0'>2'>01 

4'1 71052501 

50 710,/.;'0 t 

TRN1253 

TRN1l91 

TRr~14n 

TRNI027 

TRNI04':> 

TRN498 

FiElD 
OESIG. 

TESTI 

TEST43 

TEST48 

HST72 

rEST71 

TtSHl8 

TE S T91 

HST98 

TESTtZ3 

Tt~Tl49 

TESTllo 

TESTl50 

TESTI91 

TESTnO 

H:STZ45 

TEST246 

TEST256 

TtST297 

TES1312 

TEST317 

TEST342 

TES133-} 

TE S 1386 

IE S 1386 

TES1371 

TE5T390 

rES 140B 

TEST437 

Tt5T4H 

TEST464 

TEST50a 

TEST4&6 

TESTSi'J 

TEST575 

TEST575 

TEST631 

TEST635 

TEST657 

TEST785 

TESTSl'" 

TEST858 

reST93,) 

TESTl007 

H:ST l07q 

HSTll'l7 

TE::'Tl354 

HS134lo 

fEST40Q 

HS T41 3 

TEST512 

1253 

1191 

14B 

1027 

1045 

498 

fiRS T 
L!i'JE 

" 
" 
72 

17 

'" 
" 
"' 

l23 

[49 

ll6 

150 

19i 

220 

245 

246 

156 

297 

312 

3[1 

342 

339 

180 

380 

37l 

3 'iO 

408 

431 

4H 

464 

508 

466 

5f' 

S '(5 

575 

03\ 

635 

657 

785 

814 

858 

935 

1007 

1019 

1197 

1354 

344 

400 

4[3 ,,, 

1274 

tl. 9 3 

\479 

1031 

1041;1 

'00 
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<29 

43 

78 

114 

99 

m 
46 

90 

" 
'" 
U1 

SAVED TEST FltlOS 

'OY 

'OY 

SOY 

SOY 

'OY 

SOY 

LAST LII\jE FIRST lAST ",OlUMN fiELD 
LINe INT. COLUMN COLUMN INT. TYPE 

15 

" 
AU 

83 

\07 

\[0 

l22 

l34 

1" 
[58 

lot 

1'0 

101 

26t 

180 

261 

~9 'j 

3" 
315 

361 

300 

351 

40; 

404 

390 

402 

41; 

446 

45, 

49l 

516 

4H ,,, 
5 7 8 

002 

047 

6" 
617 

826 

854 

8 70 

914 

1000 

to'!:! 

121 tJ 

l.)c'} 

348 

4[[ 

410 

'14 

61 

121 

lO! 

113 

101 

100 

n 
11' 

" 

II 

117 

lO! 

190 

" 
107 

'" 
II 

leo 
40 

1 "' 
99 

94 

189 

74 

l4; 

l41 

144 

l57 

[56 

lH 

137 

22 

m 
l7B 

" 
126 

<03 

\9 

122 

l60 

127 

!,)'j 

100 

S4 

64 

lB4 

40 

lH 

\91 

sa 

" 
lB8 

172 

l83 

103 

l48 

2[0 

116 

17 

40 

lBl 

l76 

222 

13 

176 

203 

5l 

m 
III 

Lll [;, 
115 

W 

17 

1'>0 

[44 

'" 

OEC 10 

DEClO 

OHiO 

tlECltl 

DEClO 

DEC \0 

DEClo 

DEC In 

DEClO 

ofC I 0 

U£:CIl) 

DfCID 

DEClO 

DE C I 0 

DEClo 

OECIO 

DECID 
l)f,C 10 

DEC 10 

OECIO 

DEClO 

DEClo 

DEClO 

OI:CIO 

DEClO 

OEG In 

OEC !O 

DEClO 

DEClO 

DEC 10 

DEClO 

OEC!·O 

DEC [0 

DEC [0 

Of:Cto 

DEClO 

DEClO 

DEC 1 0 

DEClO 

DEC 10 

DEClO 

DECID 

DEClO 

DEC! 0 

01:(10 

DEClO 

CON [f' ER 

CUNIFt:R 

CONiFER 

CONiHR 

RU .. 

nTHER 
INFORMAl [O~J 

FORE 5 T 

FORE S T 

FUllEST 

FOrtEST 

rURE~ r 
F:)Kt:, T 

fUH';T 

Fl)RES T 

rORcS T 

F'JKEST 

FOREST 

FORtST 

FI.lREST 

FOREST 

FLlRES T 

FOREST 

FOREST 
rOIlEST 

FOKEST 

FOREST 

FOREST 

FORE~T 

1'0llEST 

FOREST 

fDKES! 

FOR~ST 

fORtST 

FLlIIEST 

FOKcS T 

f'ORES T 

FOREST 

FllRES T 

FOREST 

FOREST 

FQI<EST 

fORES T 

FORtS T 

fOREST 

rORES r 
FOREST 

FLlR~S T 

FORES T 

rOREST 

FUREST 

FOREST 

FUKE:.! 

FURES T 

FORtsr 

FOIU.S T 

F(lKEsr 
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SOY 

soy 
SOY 

SOY 

SOY 

SOY 

o I SPLAY 
CL ASS 

DECID 

DEC [Q 

OtCIU 

DEClt; 

DEC lD 

01;: Cl C 

DEcCI!) 

O\:-C I D 

DEC ID 

nECIC 

I)EC! Il 

DEC 10 

DEClu 
DEC! [) 

OEC! D 

DEC! u 

DEC! C 

[JEC I u 

DEC! 0 

DEC III 

DEC I C 

OECIO 

OtC/u 

DEC! 0 

DEC! IJ 

DEC! 0 

OtC to 

OtCIO 

OEC to 

DEC! 0 

DEC IG 

DEC i Il 

DEClO 

DEC III 

DEClO 

DEC 1 ,) 

DEC 10 

DEC I U 

DECID 

DEClO 

OtCIU 

OEClL) 

DEC I [) 

OECtlJ 

DEClO 

DEClO 

CONIFEK 

CuNIFEK 

CONlf€K 

CCi'JlfER 



51 71052501 

52 71052501 

53 71052501 

54 71052501 

55 71052501 

SO 71052501 

57 71052:501 

5tl 71052501 

59 11052501 

60 71052501 

61 71052501 

62 71052501 

63 H052501 

64 71052501. 

M 71052501 

66 71052501 

&7 71052501 

68 71052501 

69 71052501 

70 71052501 

7l 71052501 

7'/. 71052501 

B 71052501 

74 71052501 

75 71052501 

76 71052501 

77 71052501 

"ij 71052501 

FJ 71052501 

80 110:'2501 

81 71052501 

B2 71052501 

83 H052,01 

84 H052501 

85 71052501 

86 7~1052501 

87 71052501 

811 71052501 

89 71052501 

90 71052501 

91 71052501 

92 71052501 

93 71052501 

94" 71052501 

95 71052501 

96 71052501 

97 71052501 

911 71052501 

99 71052501 

100 71052501 

101 71052501 

102 71052501 

103 71052501 

104 71052501 

105 71052501 

10& 71052501 

107 7t052501 

108 71052501 

109 71052501 

110 7105250t 

III 71052501 

112 71052501 

TEST294 

TEST834 

TESTl214 

TESTl2l9 

TESTl191 

TESTl195 

TESTl224 

TES Tt2!) 

TESTl252 

TESTl2&1 

TESTl279 

TESTl285 

TESTl297 

TESTl206 

TESTl2to 

rESTIO 

HSTl3S 

TESTl41 

TbT121 

TES7164 

TESTl82 

TEST20!:> 

TEST216 

HST235 

TEST2JO 

TEST291 

TEST288 

TES1300 

TES1272 

TEST350 

TESTBO 

TEST382 

TEST420 

TEST408 

TEST426 

TEST458 

TEST463 

TEST471 

TEST48& 

TEST475 

TEST499 

TEST499 

TEST49l 

TEST532 

TEST543 

T EST564 

TE5T582 

TESTS72 

TESTSS9 

TEST619 

1£ST634 

TEST649 

TES T 649 

TES T693 

TEST700 

TEST88l 

TEST908 

TEST969 

TEST9S4 

TEST985 

TESTl021 

TESTl089 

294 

834 

1214 

1219 

1191 

1195 

1224 

1213 

1252 

1201 

1279 

1285 

1297 

1206 

1216 

10 

135 

141 

121 

164 

lB2 

205 

216 

235 

230 

291 

288 

>00 

212 
350 

330 

382 

420 

408 

42& 

458 

463 

471 

486 

475 

499 

499 

491 

532 

543 

564 

582 

572 

559 

619 

634 

649 

649 

6'3 

700 

a81 
908 

969 

954 

985 

1021 

1089 

295 

837 

1221 

1230 

1191 

1200 

1238 

1214 

1259 

1267 

1282 

128 { 

1299 

1215 

1223 

" 
1.0 

144 

14<: 

169 

187 

211 

219 

241 

Z"H 

296 

297 

308 

280 

" 7 
337 

399 

'" 4l"r 

429 

407 

46' 

483 

496 

495 

508 

509 

50 1 

550 

551 

570 

591 

580 

565 

628 

" 7 
663 

655 

704 

703 

'" 916 

976 

9?8 

990 

1039 

1098 
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158 

4 

83 

164 

101 

161 

" ao 
157 

153 

149 

121 

163 

162 

23 

103 

153 

215 

m 
l15 

128 

157 

122 

140 

124 

'" 
211 

14':i 

47 

197 

208 

51 

27 

113 

175 

173 

1>1 

56 

23 

42 

70 

aa 
127 

127 

200 

48 

24 

84 

137 

133 

195 

115 

178 

106 

29 

'" 
169 

106 

32 

59 

159 

10 

" 167 

l62 

164 

b3 

82 

159 

155 

150 

12& 

160 

165 

30 

174 

164 

222 

184 

135 

134 

164 

133 

149 

132 

157 

222 

160 

51 

208 

215 

" 35 

119 

lB2 

184 

159 

67 

28 

" 94 

102 

140 

165 

222 

" 35 

" 
147 

16' 

210 

125 

203 

132 

39 

172 

181 

130 

41 

83 

POND 

POND 
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lolA TEll. 

WAT!:R 
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FORAGE 

FORAGE 

FORAGE 

FORAGE 

FORAGE 

FORAGE 

FORAGE 
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1 U 7l0525QI 

114 71052501 

US 11052501 

Ll6 71052<;;01 

117 11052501 

118 11052501 

119 11052501 

120 71052501 

121 11052501 

122 7l0<;;2501 

123 71052501 

l24 71052501 

125 11052501 

126 71052501 

127 71052501 

128 11052501 

11:'9 71052501 

130 71052501 

131 11052501 

132 11052501 

133 71052501 

134 11052501 

135 11052501 

136 11052?01 

131 11 05250 1 

138 71052501 

l39 11052501 

140 71052501 

141 71052501 

14L 11052501 

143 71052501 

144 11052501 

145 1t052501 

146 71052501 

141 71052501 

14ll 71052501 

149 11052501 

150 71052501 

151 71052501 

152 71052501 

153 71052501 

154 71052501 

155 11052501 

156 11052501 

157 71052501. 

158 11052501 

159 71052501 

160 71052501 

161 71052501 

162 71052501 

16] 71052501 

164 71052501 

165 71052501 

166 71052501 

167 71052501 

IMl 71052501 

169 71052501 

110 71052501 

171 71052501 

H2 71052501 

173 71052501 

174 11052501 

TESTlO1S 

TESTl123 

TESTl131 

TEST1l62 

TESTl196 

TESTllH 

TESTU43 

TESTU13 

TESTl360 

TESTl390 

TEST1482 

TESTl131 

TESTl403 

TES Tl499 

TESTl510 

T ES Tl49& 

TESTl474 

TE5T94 

TESTl64 

TEST293 

TEST440 

TEST447 

lE5T529 

TEST6!!9 

TEST&96 

TEST725 

TESTlOi6 

TESTIlll 

TESTl402 

TESTl455 

TESTl062 

TEST125Z 

TESTl199 

TEST650 

TEST698 

TEST707 

T EST924 

TESTl212 

TEST1417 

TESTl482 

TESTl462 

TEST1503 

TESTl510 

TEST294 

TEST706 

TEST92l 

TESTl057 

TESTllOI 

TESTl144 

TESTl175 

TESTl186 

TESTl220 

TESTl215 

TESTll'H 

TESTl25B 

TESTl420 

TEST1420 

TESTl431 

T ES Tl466 

TESTl417 

TESTl50B 

TESTl531 

1015 

1123 

1131 

1162 

1196 

1179 

1343 

1313 

1360 

1390 

1482 

U31 

1403 

1499 

1510 

1496 

1414 

94 

to4 

2" 
440 

447 

529 

689 

6'6 

725 

1016 

1221 

1402 

1455 

1062 

1252 

1199 

650 

698 

107 

024 

1212 

1417 

1482 

14B2 

1503 

1510 

294 

706 

921 

1057 

1101 

1144 

II 75 

1186 

1220 

1215 
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12">6 

1420 

1420 

1431 

1466 

1477 

1508 

1537 
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1064 

ilZ9 

1140 

1175 

1206 

1166 

1356 

1317 

1364 

1400 

1489 

H42 

1416 

1517 

1516 

1501 

1483 

99 

113 

302 

45< 

462 

532 

704 
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133 

Ion 
12s<! 

141':1 

1464 

106!! 

1214 

1209 
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"4 
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14J8 
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1492 
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1059 

1112 

1161 

1179 
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122:2 

1218 

1196 

1264 

1442 

1429 

1443 

1478 

1479 

1514 

1544 

146 

117 

123 

166 

134 

85 

50 

164 
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149 

47 

130 

161 

133 

107 

185 

170 

213 

122 

467 

lOB 

ltO 

B8 

21 

bO 

61 

176 

li8 

1% 

to, 

173 
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154 

134 

159 

172 

157 

" 
B5 

152 

196 

216 

190 

109 

139 

15' 

30 

39 

II 

" 
13 

17 

129 

143 

143 

33 

49 

107 

162 

163 

133 

141 

181 

,"6 
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" 
laO 

iRO 

222 
210 

58 

150 

174 

148 

126 

10 

192 

176 

215 

131 

172 

120 

113 

93 

" 
" 6' 

189 

13l 

172 

125 

183 

181 

16' 

146 

16' 

103 

167 

" 
10l 

1'7 

203 

222 
194 

124 

157 

17l 

3J 

" 
30 

51 

" 
29 

140 

152 

1;0 

45 

76 

122 

,"0 
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PASTURE 

PASTURE 

PASTURE 

PASTURE 

PASTURE 

PASTURE 

PASTURE 

PASTURE 

PASTURE 

PASTURE 

HAY 

HAY 
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HAY 
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STUBBLE 

STUBBLE 

STUBBLE 

STUBBLE 

STUBBLE 

STUBBLE 

STUBBLE 

STUBBLE 

STUBBLE 

S TUBBl E 

STUBBLE 

STUBBLE 

STUBBLE 

STUBBLE 

STUBBLE 

STUBBLE 

CORN 

CORN 

CORN 

CORN 

CORN 

CORN 

CORN 

CORN 

CORN 

CORN 

SOY 

SOY 

SOY 

SOY 

SOY 

SOY 

SOY 

SOY 

SOY 

SOY 

SOY 

SOY 

SOY 

SUY 

SOY 

SOY 

SOY 

SOY 

SOY 

FDRAG'E 

FORAGE 

FORAGE 

FORAGE 

FORAGE 

FORAGE 

FORAG!: 

FORAGE 

FORAGE 

FORAGE 

FORAGE 

FORAGE 

FOR AG/;; 

FORAGE 

!'ORAGE 

!'GRAGE 

FGRAht 

FORAGE 

!'GRAGE 

FORA!';/;; 

FORAGf 

FORAGE 

FORAGE 

FORAGE 

FORAGE 

FORAGE 

FORAGE 

FORAGE 

FORAGE 

FORAGE 

FORA!';E 

FORAGE 

FORAGE 

'ow 
ROW 

'ow 
'ow 
'ow 
'ow 
'ow 
'ow 
'OW 
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'ow 
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'ow 
POw 

'ow 
'ow 
'OW 

'ow 
'ow 
'Ow 

'ow 
ROW 

'ow 
'0' 
'ow 
11 OW 

'ow 
'OW 
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FORAGE 

FORAGE 

FORAGE 

FORAGE 

FORAGE 

FORAtiE 

FORAGE 

FORAGE 

FORAG/;; 

FORALE 

FORAGE 

FORAGE 

FORAGE 

FORAGE 

FORAGE 

FORAGE 

FORAGE 

FORAGE 

FORAGE 

FORAGI: 

FORAGE 

FORAGE 

FORAGE 

fORAGE

FORAGE 

FORAGE 

FGRAGE 

FDRAGl: . 

FORAGE 

FORAGE 

FORAGE 

FORAGE 

FORAGE 

CORN 

CORN 

CORN 

CORN 

CURN 

CORN 

CORN 

CORN 

CORN 

CORN 

SOY 

SCy 

SOY 

SOY 

SCY 

SOY 

SOY 

SOY 

SOY 

50'1 

SOY 

soy 
SOY 

SO< 

SOY 

SOY 

SOY 

SOY 

SOY 
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Table lA, cent. 

175 71052501 TE5Tll37 LI37 1155 17 42 SOY ROW sey 
176 71052501 TEST1131 1131 1136 J2 43 SOY '0, soy 
177 71052501 TESTll?6 1156 1165 L7 13 SOY '0, SOY 

17B 71052501 TEST1l40 1140 llb~ lO 12 SOY ROW SOY 

179 11052501 TESTl19a 1198 1208 15 28 SOY RO, SOY 
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Table 2A 

Training and test fields used for analysis of digitized color 
infrared photography: Run 71056903. 

iQ 



Table 2A 

SAVEa 7RAINICl" FlELO~ 

-------------------------

""" NJi'laER 
F IElO 
DES IG. 

Fl RS T 
LI ~E 

LAST LINE FI,~ST LAST .:.OLUMN FIE'Ll) nr.·tE:R 
lI'<t \'11. COLUMN :OlUMN I,H. TYPE I NFOR"IATJ;III 

71056''lO3 TR'I 1HZ 1HZ l74't 

HO':i~qOj lRN 250l> 250b 25~O 

1l0Sb'103 fRN 1428 1428 1434 

71056903 TR.'1 1430 1430 14]0 

710%903 fR."! 1442 1442 1446 

71056903 TRN 1450 1450 1450 

71056'103 TR.N ""BCI 1480 14N 

71056903 TR.N 2076 2076 2066 

71056903 TRN 2206 2208 2212 

10 11056'10,; TRN 1676 1616 ib78 

11 11056903 lRN 1660 1660 1664 

12 1105690) TRN 166b 161;& 1614 

13 71056<;103 TRN 1&14 1614 1664 

1" 1105690:> TltN 2083 2080 201;2-

15 71056903 TR. .. 1840 1840 .842 

16 71056903 TRN 3172 3172 3178 

17 71056903 TRN 3196 3196 3202-

18 7105b<l03 TRN 3206 3]:06 3H4 

L'l 7105090) TRN 1116 3216 3276 

20 11056903 TR.N 3942 )942 )942-

2l 11056'103 TRN 3'}64 1%4 )91>1! 

22 1105690) TRill 4026 4026 4030 

23 71056903 TRill 403~ 4036 4038 

~4 710569J3 TRN 4074 4074 409" 

25 !1056~03 fRN 4l6l 4160 411<1 

26 1105(90)' TRN 4202 420" 4208 

21 71056903 TRN 41'14 4194 4~OO 

28 11056903 TRN 394;) 39'.0 3940 

29 71056903 TRN 1404 1404 1410 

33 71056903 TRN 1462 1462 141B 

H 71056903 TRN 170~ 1766 US'?' 

32 7105690, TRN 1192 uno 
33 71056903 TRN 2C1M 2004 207& 

~4 71050903 TRN 222B ~22B 2?5d 

35 710%903 TRN 2578 2518 2b04 

3b 11056903 TRN 2774 2714 278~ 

37 71050903 TRN 2460 2400 ,,468 

,8 71056903 TRN 3150 3150 3104 

,39 71056903 TRN 3222 32.22 3234 

40 710%903 TRN 38BB 38S8 3906 

41 7L056903 TRN 1564 1564 1,18 

42 11056903 TRN 1584 15B4 1&04 

43 7105690) TRN 2<140 2B40 2846 

44 71056903 TRN 3966 3966 3914 

45 7105(90) TRN 4002 4002 4014 

46 71056903 TRN 4162 4162 4180 

41 71056903 TRN 2800 2800 2822 

48 11051>903 TRN 2844 2844 28~HI 

49 11051>903 TRN 2852 2852 28511 

50 11056903 TRJj 2881> 2880 2900 

51 11056903 TRN 4102 4102 4.22 

~2 11056903 fRN 4172 4172 4\SH 

53 71056903 TRill 4441> 4446 4~b8 

~4 110!)6903 TRN 2438 2431:1 2444 

~s 11056'103 TRN 3624 3624 3b3L 

~I> 71056903 TRN 3660 ;660 361,8 

51 11056903 TRN 3976 3916 396l 

56 71056903 TR.N 4106 4106 4160 
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-----------
at::clo V-Oltf,r 

DECLO F.jRf.ST 

CQNIFER fdREsr 

CONifER F'.lRE~f 

CIJ"I1HR fOftEST 

COIllIFER FdRbr 

CO'"lItER FJREST 

CONI FER FURf.ST 

CONIFER fOREST 

POND 101 ..... fER 

POND WATER 

P(lND WHEK 

PON~ WATER 

POND lolA HR 

POND WATER 

POND WAr lOR 

;>0'10 WAtER 

PON~ WATF.R 

POND !<lAtER 

RIVER IoIUf:R 

RIVE'!. WATER 

RIVER WATER 

RIVER WAfER 

RIVER IoIATci( 

RIVER WAfER 

RIVER WATER 

RIVER WAlEk 

RIVER WAIER 

"ASTURE FJRAI>E 

PASTUKE FORAGE 

PASTURE FdRA(,~ 

PASTJRE FL1RAGt 

P~STUR~ FURAG~ 

PASTURE FURAGE 

PASTURE fdRAG~ 

PASTURE F JRAGE 

PASTURE FJRAGf 

HAY FURAG" 

HAY FORAGI: 

HAY r.:JP..AGt: 

STUBBLE ,URAG!; 

STUBBLE FdKAGE 

S TUBBl E F!JRA(.t 

STUBtllE I'dRAGE 

STUBBLE FORAGE 

STUBBLE Fc)RAt.>( 

CORN P.J" 

CORN ~IJW 

CORN ~,JW 

CORN R,)W 

CORN QU" 

CORN ROW 

CURN ~\lW 

SOY ~O\oj 

SUY RllW 

~OY RQW 

SllY ~OW 

SOY ~UW 
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ClAS~ !FY 
CLASS 

at:( I D 

DEC ID 

CONIFI::R 

CONIFER 

CONIFER 

CON lfER 

CONnER 

CON1 FtR 

CONIfeR 

"Aid" 

WATER 

.. ATER 

"A TEll. 

WATER 

WATEK 

WA TE:R 

,.AHk 

.. ATER 

WATER 

WAHR 

WATER 

WAHR 

WA TER 

wATEi'!. 

WATER 

WATER 

lOA TER 

WA TtR 

FORAGE 

FUR ..... (,E 

FURA(,f 

fORAGE 

fORAGE 

FURA(,E 

FORAGE 

HlR.AGf. 

fORAGE 

fURAG~ 

FORAG!: 

FOkAGE 

FORA(,E 

FOKAGf. 

fORAGE 

FuRAGf 

FORAGE 

FllRAGE 

CURl; 

CORN 

COR,~ 

CORN 

CORN 

CORN 

CORN 

SOy 

S"' 
SOY ,,, 
sO' 



Table 2A, cont. 

SAVED TEST fltLOS 

fiELD 
OESIG. 

F 11I.5T 
LI !>IE 

LAST LiNE FIRST LAST ~ULuMN FIELD flTHER 
I',FORMATION LI'<£ INTo COLUMN COLUfoIN \"T. TYPE 

71050903 

710')b'W3 

71056903 

71056903 

TEHtH4 

HSTl422 

TESTt434 

TESTtS02 

1l05b903 TESTlSS6 

71056903 TEST1484 

TlO%903 TESH,42 

11051;903 HSTls32 

71056903 TESTIS)? 

1)34 

1'022 

1434 

1502 

1586 

141:14 

lS42 

1532 

1532 

n86 

1440 

1528 

is 1u 

16<)<:> 

152& 

1620 

1516 

15'10 

10 710')6903 HSTl594 15'<4 16lt6 

II 1105<:>903 TESll668 1668 1688 

.2 11056903 TESTlbSS 1656 1754 

13 71056903 TEST1150 1150 i79<:> 

14 11.056903 TESTtS86 18S6 1'18" 

15 71056903 TE5TI988 1988 2036 

16 71056903 TESTlO)S 2038 2134 

17 710%903 HsrtB12 IB12 l'lSb 

18 7\056'103 HSTl862 18b2 1902 

19 11056903 TESTlS16 la7l, l'lOl 

20 7;056903 {ESTlOI!> 2016 2050 

21 71056903 TEST2090 2090 2144 

22 71056903 TEST2076 2016 ltOb 

23 71056<)03 TEST2148 1I48 2\9,,' 

?4 71056903 TEST211B 2\711 2210 

2:' 11056903 TEST2\94 2194 2214 

21'> 1\056903 TE5T2222 2222 2216 

27 nO')1'>903 TE5122H 2214 2:Hd 

28 11056903 lEST2290 2290 231l 

2'1 11056903 TEST2312 2372 2394 

30 71056<)03 TEST234B 2348 241B 

31 7\051'>903 TEST2464 24&4 2500 

32 7;056903 TEST2506 2506 2560 

B 11056903 TEST2604 2604 2686 

34 ?\056'103 TfST2732 7.132 2772 

35 71056903 TE5T213Q 2130 2710 

36 1\0%903 TEST27'lO nqo 28'30 

37 71050903 TEST3066 3086 3168 

3~ 7l05690j Tf513128 H28 3230 

39 1i056903 ffS1322f1 3228 3262 

40 71056903 TfST,340B 3408 3502 

q 11056903 TEST3578 3518 nOb 

42 11056903 HST3134 3734 3774 

43 11056903 TEST3986 3988 40'" 

44 11056903 TEST4344 4344 4~18 

45 11056903 TEST2604 2604 2616 

46 H056903 TEST2096 2091'> 2iOo 

47 11056903 TEST2232 2232 2236 

46 71056903 TEST223B 2238 22!><l 

49 71-056903 TEST2468 2468 2412 

~O 110%'103 TE STt 978 1978 1980 

~l 71056903 TEST3IBO 3180 .H90 

'>2 1\0S6903 TEST402& 4026 4066 

'.'>3 71056903 HST4020 't020 402.:'. 

~4 710'>6903 TEST4038 4038 40~6 

~5 71056903 HST410~ 4104 'tIll 

56 7105690] TEST4216 4216 422L 

~7 11056903 TfST4l10 4170 4i18 

58 1\056903 T~ST4158 4158 4\60 

59 71056903 TESf4120 4120 414i 

60 11056903 T£$T4064 4064 4080 

61 11056903 TEST4036 4036 406i 

62 7t056903 TEST400H 4008 4026 

63 71056903 TEST3986 3986 399d 

b4 71056903 TESTH76 3<)76 391:1., 

IH:C 10 

DEC! 0 

nECID 

DEC I 0 

DEC I 0 

DEClO 

nEC (Q 

DECLO 

DEClO 

FUREST 

FORtST 

FLJRES r 
FOItHf 

~OREST 

FuRE S T 

FORtS T 

fOREST 

FllflE S T 

DEClO FORE~T 

UEC I 0 FORES T 

DEClO FLJRI::ST 

OECID FORE~T 

DEClO FOREST 

DEClO FOREST 

DEC I 0 FORE::' T 

DEClO FUREST 

DEClO ~OIl.EST 

DEClO FUREST 

DEClO FOReST 

DEC I 0 FORES T 

DEClO FOREST 

DEClO FUREST 

DtCIO FOREST 

UECID FOREST 

nECID FURfST 

DEClO FORtST 

Dtcto FOREST 

DEClO FOR€~! 

DEClO HIREST 

DEClO FOREST 

DEC!!) FOREST 

DEClO FOREST 

IlfCID FORE::'T 

DEClO FUREST 

DEClO fUREST 

DEClO FOREST 

DEClO FURI'ST 

OECro FOREST 

DEClO FLlREST 

DEClO FLiREST 

OECIO r~JREST 

OEC ID FORES 1 

DEC!!) FURc$T 

DEClO FOREST 

CONIFER FLJREST 

CONIFER FLJRESr 

CONIFER FOREST 

CONIFER FOREST 

POND WATER 

PONO WAfER 

RIVER WAfER 

RIVER WATER 

RIVER WATER 

RI VEil. WATER 

R! VER WATER 

RIVER WATER 

RIVER WATER 

RIVER WATER 

RIVER WATtoR 

RIVER WATER 

RIVER WATER 

II. I VEil. WATfR 

RIVER WATEk 
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DISPLAY 
CLASS 

DEClO 

DfC 10 

DEClO 

DEClO 

OEC 10 

DEClO 

OtClQ 

DEC 10 

DEC IV 

DEClO 

DEC 10 

DEC 10 

OEC1D 

DEC I 0 

OE( I 0 

DEC 10 

DEClO 

OHIO 

DEC 10 

DEC 10 

DfC I D 

DEC I 0 

DEC 10 

DEC! 0 

DEC to 

DEC 10 

DEC 10 

DEClO 

DEC 10 

DfC 10 

DEC lU 

OECiU 

DEC 10 

DEClO 

DEClO 

DEC I D 

DEC 10 

OECI D 

DEC to 

DEC ID 

DEC ID 

DEClO 

OECID 

DEC 10 

DEC to 

CONIHR 

CONIFER 

CONIFER 

CONIFER 

WATER 

lolA lCR 

WA TEll. 

>lATER 

WATER 

WA TEll. 

wATER 

WA TER 

WA TEll. 

WATER 

\lATER 

WA TEll. 

~A TEl'. 

WA TfR 

WATER 



Table 2A, c~nt. 

~~Sn.I~t rL;ItAl>~ 

~6 7\056'103 Tf<'Il~~~ l'i~', lido ~AST\JRf FjI<AGI. 

67 1l0~b'lO} nQ\,,;>6 16j(, lb)" p~<, TURf F,lRAGt 

~s 7l0Sb'lOl n~Tl"~< Ib4,' l"~,, r~s fl)~E r ,IHAGf 

6'1 110%90) Tbfl/3& 11;~ 11<04 ~AsrURE FjRAl>c 

10 IIQ'>,,90) Tt"TIiHO \HIO tRlb PAS HIKE F )1<4(",[ 

11 71056QO' H~n~~1 1842 1~5~ PAS r JRE F,IRAGf: 

12 7l0S/;>90, H~Tl~~~ [<1,0 ltib4 PAsr,)RE rliRAhl 

n nO~6'10j H5[j'l22 t~22 1""U DA$TURE rdI<A(" 

14 1l0S69()j It5T!96J ['1bU 1',81> ?A~TU~E fJkAt," 

15 7l0~6qOl lE"Tl 112. [gil H6~ PAsrJR~ f,'~AGf 

16 7l0~,,~(n H'.(l In 1"'12 21)06 PASTURE fuR~(,[ 

11 7105"g); rc~r2(>64 701,4 20Ul PA~lUKE r,JRAGt 

Id I\056'lOI H,T2106 ?lOlO nib "ASTJRf; r lKAG!-

lq 11056'1<)3 Tt'lr;>?,S noB 22~~ ?A,TJRIo fOI',At..l 

~o 110%903 TfST211Z 2112 nib l PA'>T\J~E FdRAG, 

~l ltO%Qo, TESTNb<' n,,2 2lqu P~STUHE F'J~AG[ 

,,2 7l05b'lO_1 !t;<'[zotiO nBC usa p~sr~~E F'lkAGt 

~3 nO~bqOj ftS12344 2J4~ 2364 ~AS1URE F.JR~(,Eo 

1\4 110~1>'1():1 H'r2y.b lHb 111:>'+ PAS lUkE F"RAG, 

H5 It056QO.l TnT.n68 db" L40~ I'ASfJKE f)~AGc 

~6 7l0~,,9(j3 HST2}ij~ nilb ?4).! PA~ r JRE cn><A(.,c 

til 110569J,1 H,r2~44 ;J44~ 2460 PAsrURE f "(~(,t 

Hb 11(J~/;>'103 rc,T24~" ?4~~ 2'<6b PASr'JRf F,J~~G, 

M~ 110569(>;1 rt~T242l 241.2 244n PASTURE FJK~G[ 

10 110569;:)\ HS12r,o~ 14Ub 24}Q PAS TL.Hl.f fUkAt..c 

II nO%Q03 HSI2;O& 2<;06 2~54 Pt.~fURf FJ"!\G' 

n H05b'lO~ TESl25J6 25>~ <~,4 PAST~Rf Fj~AGt 

B HO,,,903 n~12S1~ 2516 7~9il VA$l'UI<E r,)~A(,t 

H 1l056~Ol HS121>02 26)2 26,U PAS lURe r,)RA(;t: 

~~ nO%'I::J> TESr2~S4 25~4 l5~" PAS TI)Rf <i1~Af,' 

16 710;6903 TESflb26 2621, 2b~L PAST!.IRE ~,II<AGL 

'" 1l0:>,,'10l r~SI7701> nOb 213u P~5EIRf FURA"f 

1ti 110%903 TEST2140 7140 l7l:>tj I'A5TlII\E r'iRAGl 

q9 nOS6903 TtSfZJD 2710 1806 PASTURe fJRI.<.;t 

IJO H05O~03 rESr2112 U72 278J PASTJRf. F )!{Af,E 

l~l 11050903 TESf2Br', 2814 2QO" p~~rl)i<.f FdRAt.." 

1'-'2 1105b'103 HS128'1~ ?fl'lO 2Q()O Pt.STIJR\: rd~AG\ 

1c!3 11056QO;l I£Sf}(90 32'11) H04 P~5TuRE FJRAG£ 

1~4 1l0~()'10l r£SI13,O '.150 3160 PASTURE r,J~A(,E 

1:)5 11056903 fEST3448 344H Y.~~ PASTUI<E r,jR~(;l 

\0" 1l()%903 HSTHlIl> 34<10 34'1~ PASTURE F,JRAGc 

ID1 71D%'103 fEST35]0 ,510 154" ?~ST~R~ F,)H4Gf 

!"~ 1l0%QO} rEST3~08 lMJ8 lb"d PAS lUKE FukA('t 

101 H056'1J3 rE5T)1~B :lU8 H4~ PASTI)KE <,IK~GL 

llv 1l05,,'IO;\ HSn75~ 3754 317~ PASTURE fJRAGe 

It! 1l0%'103 TESnS~l 30:l? ~R~b ~~5 TURE Fl)~At..<-

112 110569J:I fE5r3~~B 3B48 1S6~ ~~STURE H~IIGt 

l13 7lO~l>q03 rt,rH5~ )950 "lob PAStURE ,. )KAGt 

114 7105,,903 HSf3H4 Hl4 :l94L P~STU~E r,j>\Af,c 

lt~ 7[056"03 HSn'J9G )'NO 41)O~ p~5rURE FJRM;[ 

llb 1!0so,qQ; lf5T4250 4l~O 42(,2 PASTURE F,JkAGI" 

t17 nQ56~03 HSt4J?? 43n 4;l6~ PASTJI\E FJ~AGc 

11~ H05b9u3 H$T4362 4362 411d PASTURE f,)KA,,( 

119 710%903 TEST4424 442" 444{ PASTURE fdkAGt 

In 11056'103 HS11l:>n 16'll 110<' P~SI\lRE ~o.J!(AG< 

111 71056'103 nST3854 3854 lAS" 1 HAY f')"AG~ 

12< rt056'10, rEST44~l 44~2 44~b HAY F,)RA('E 

\U 1105690; TtST1S36 1536 154b 5. rU8llLf. ~ JRAt;( 

124 1l056'101 aSH",!:) 16'10 1714 ~IURBlE fdU:,;o 

125 7!a5~'1;Jl TESllQl0 1910 199~ STI)B,lL!' fJRA(;t 

116 1\056<)01 TCST2302 nU2 232d STUBBlE fJR~Gf. 

121 110;/,'10) TESI2H4 2114 n~<l S!UBHL£ 'JR~Gt 

l?~ l\05i>'lOl ffST2~06 2SUI> }~14 ~rUBBlE r,lRAGl; 

12~ 7l05I>'I<l) TEST2~eo 28dO ;nou STl)a~lE fl;KAG~ 

[JO /[05690'; H512B6G ?8/,0 2104 s ruself f')~~(," 

FORAl>t 

F<)RAGt 

FORA[,[ 

H1RAG< 

FORH,c 

f.ORAGl 

HJRAG£ 

fOI<Ao"E 

,0R~G[ 

FURA\,~ 

FORA". 

FOR~Gt 

FORAGF 

~ORA"~ 

fURAL!; 

FURAGE 

'OR~l,t 

fO~~GE 

FLWAG" 

FJRAGf 

FORAGE 

f-OI<A(,c 

~URAGr. 

FURAI,E 

fO~~G£ 

f<JKAl>f 

fOKM;o 

FG~AGf 

FURAt..E 

F<JR~GE 

FORAGe 

H:;RAGf 

fURAGE 

fURAGt 

FORA(," 

FORAGE 

fOR~(,f; 

FORAGf

HJK~Gt 

rLJI(A(,t 

fLJH.AGf. 

fllRAt.." 

HlRAGf 

!-URAbE 

FURAGt 

FORAGE 

fURALE 

FO~~G(, 

"URM,~ 

~UR~t..f; 

FUR~LE 

F'LJRilt..I' 

FOHAGE 

f[)RAL~ 

fUR~Go 

FClRA(,t 

FURAGe 

fllR"'I,f 

FURAGt: 

~OR~,;t 

f'OR~Lt 

FORAGE' 

FURAt..~ 

fURAG. 

f[)RA(,t; 

FORAGE 
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131 11056903 

132 11056'103 

133 110:'6903 

134 H056903 

135 71056903 

136 110%903 

IH 710:'6903 

138 710%903 

139 71056903 

140 H056903 

141 7l0:'bq03 

142 71056903 

143 71056903 

144 710S6903 

Ilt5 7l0Shq:)3 

146 7t0:'6903 

147 7l0S6'W3 

148 11056903 

lit 9 110:'6903 

ISO 7l05bq03 

1:.1 71056903 

152: 7105690J 

1H 71056903 

154 7l05b90J 

IS5 710:'(>903 

156 7l0569:J3 

IS7 7l05b'W3 

158 71056903 

TEST2950 

TESn596 

TESn698 

TEST3990 

HST404:) 

HST4104 

TEST4448 

TEST2772 

TEST2SS6 

TEST290i:> 

TESfH8& 

TI:ST4022: 

TESTl'l10 

TI;'ST2904 

TESf338J 

TEST369::l 

TEST37S4 

fEST38eO 

TEST3874 

TEST3868 

TEST3918 

fESfH40 

TEST3'17J 

HSn978 

TEsnH2 

TEST403~ 

fEST4J24 

TEST4124 

29:'0 

3596 

3698 

39~O 

4040 

4104 

4448 

2712 

2886 

n06 

3386 

4022 

l<no 
2904 

3380 

3690 

3784 

3880 

"3874 

1868 

VHe 

3940 

3970 

397f! 

39'012 

40)8 

4024 

4124 

Table 2A, cent. 

291>ti 

3606 

HOII 

4016 

4104 

4160 

4474 

27qB 

2B'hl 

29lti 

3414 

41:14 

2::12, 

2no 
B'Jb 

36;14 

380ti 

3912 

3<Hl 

3916 

HZ(> 

3'lSl 

3'H6 

3988 

4000 

404" 

4034 

4134 

99 

[67 

313 

3" 
t71 

2Sl 

371 

"9 
ll3 

283 

319 

355 

m 
m 
233 

283 

321 

" 
" B3 

" 
tt3 

137 

75 

" 
71 

t'l 

87 

l2l 

lO7 

35l 

>83 

[85 

275 

m 
"t 
339 

305 

34[ 

47.1 

423 

;Sq 

lOt 

329 

'" 
" 
73 

ttl 

101 

123 

[43 

tt3 

"1 
ttt 

m 
tl3 

STU6i\lE 

STUBBLE 

STUB8LE 

STUBBLE 

STUBBLE 

STUBBLE 

STUBBLE 

COR~ 

CORN 

CORN 

CORN 

CORN 

SOy 

SO, 

", 
so, 
SO, 

SiJY 

soy 
SU, 

so, 
so, 
SO, 

SOY 

so, 
'>UY 

SOY 

su, 

FDRAG!'. 

FURAG[ 

FURAGE 

FURAGe 

FORAGI:; 

FilRAGI: 

FuRAGE 

'ow 
RUW 

'GW 

'ow 

". 
Row 

'0. 
'0, 
OJw 

RO" 

'u. 
RUW 

P J .. ' 

~m .. 

'0' 
R)W 

R;;w 

Rl1W 

PUW 

'OW 

PU' 
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FORAGE 

FORAGE 

FORAGE 

FORAGE 

FORAGE 

FORAGE 

FORAGE 

CORN 

CURN 

CORN 

CORN 

CORN 

SU, 

SU, 

so, 
SG' 
SO, 

SO, 

SG' 

SG' 
SO, 

SUI' 

SOY 

so, 
50> 

SO> 

so> 
so, 
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APPENDIX B 

Table lB. Test class performance using best one channel. 

CHANNELS USED 

CHANNEL 10 SPECTRAL BAND 1.50 TO 1.S0 MICROMETERS CALIBRATION CODE: 1 co ... 0.0 

CLASSES 

CLASS CLASS 

DEClO 4 FORAGE 

2 CONIFER 5 CORN 

WATER 6 SOY 

TEST CLASS PERFORMANCE --------------------------
NUMBER OF SAMPLES CLASSIFIED INTO 

NO OF- PCT .. 
GROUP SAMP$ COReT DEClO CONIFER WATER FORAGE CORN 50Y 

DEClO 32252 43.1 13890 5842 45 11777 697 

2 CONiFt;R .8 84.1 12 74 0 0 

3 WATER 339 95.9 • 6 325 0 0 0 

4 FORAGE 11160 21.6 32 17 0 3241 1629 6841 

5 ceRN 2679 80.1 215 0 0 0 2141 317 

6 SaY 2b76 84.2 4 a a 13 405 2254 

TOTAL 49194 14161 5939 371 3255 15959 10109 

OVERALL PERFORMANCE( 219311 497941 44.0 

AVERAGE PERFORMANCE BY CLASS! 415.01 6J = 69.2 
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Table 2B. Test class performance using best combination 
of two channels. 

CHANNELS USED 

CHANNEL b 

C.HANNEL 10 

SPECTRAL BAND 0.58 TO 0.65 MICROHETERS 

SPECTRAL BAND 1.50 TO 1.80 MICRCMETERS 

CALIBRATION CODE ;;. 

CALI BRAT InN CODE 

CLASSES 

CLASS CLASS 

DEClO 4 FORAGE , CONIFER 5 CORN 

3 WATER • 50Y 

TEST CLASS PERFORMANCE 
--------------------------

NUMBER Of SAMPLES CLASSIFIED INTO 
NO OF peT. 

GROUP $AMPS CORCT DEClO CONIFER WATER FORAGE CORN Sav 
DEClO 32252- 61.1 28094 Z005 10 271 3a. 1486 , CONIFER aa 81.5 a 77 2 0 0 

3 WATER 33. 91.9 4 , 33' 0 0 

4 FeRAGE 11760 55.9 I. • • 6574 2402 2750 

5 CORN 2679 a8.1 , 2 0 0 2361 314 

• SOY 2676 98.2 a 0 0 " 21 2028 

TOTAL 49794 28132 2095 3" 6858 5178 1178 

OIlERALL PERFORMANCE! 40066/ 49794) 80.5 

AVERAGE PEJ{fORMANCE BY CLASS { 5l4.8/ ., ;;. 85.8 

co 0.0 

co '" 0.0 
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Table 3B. Test class performance using best combination 
of three channels. 

2 

3 

• 
5 

• 

CHANNEL 6 

CHANNEL 10 

CHANNEL 12 

GROUP 

2 

3 

NO OF 
SAMPS 

SPECTRAL 

SPECTRAL 

SPECTRAL 

CLASS 
DeClO 
CONI FER. 

WATER 

peT. 
COReT 

BAND 

BAND 

BAND 

OECIO 

DEClO 32252 88.8 28640 

CONIFER BB 95.5 3 

WATER ". 98.2 a 
FORAGE 11160 80.6 11 

CORN 2679 84.8 2 

SOY 2676 95.2 • 
TOTAL 49794 28666 

OVERALL PERFORMANCE I 43359/ 497941 

AVERAGE PERFORMANCE By CLASS I 543.ll 

CHANNELS USED 
-----------------

0.56 TO 0.b5 MICROMETERS 

1.50 TO 1.80 MICROMETERS 

9.30 TO 11.70 MICROMETERS 

CLASSES 

TEST CLASS PERFORMANCE 

CALIBRATION CODE 
CALIBRATION CODE = 1 

CALIBRATION CODE 

4 

5 

• 

CLASS 
FORAGE 

CORN 

SOY 

--------------------------
NUMBER OF SAMPLES CLASSIFIEO INTO 

CONIFER WATER FORAGE CORN SOY 

1100 0 573 292 1047 

B. 0 0 0 

2 "3 2 2 a 

• 5 9483 750 1499 

I a 7 2272 397 

a a 105 20 2547 

1793 "B 10111 3336 5490 

:It 81.1 

6) = 90.5 

CO 0.0 

co 0.0 

CO 32.70 
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Table 4B. Test class performance using best combination of 
four channels. 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

CHANNEL 

CHANNEL 

CHANNEL 

CHANNEL 

2 

3 

4 

6 

10 

12 

SPECTRAL 

SPECTRAL 

SPECTRAL 
SPECTRAL 

CLASS 

DEClO 

CONIFER 

WATER 

BAND 

SAND 

BAND 

BAND 

NO OF peT. 
GROUP SAMPS CORCT DEClO 

DEClO 32252 89.9 28987 

CONIFER BB 96.6 3 

WATER 339 97.6 

FORAGt H760 84.8 20 

CORN 2679 94.2 

SOY 2616 96.2 6 

TOT Al 49794 29018 

CHANNElS USEe 
-----------------

0.52 TO 0.51 MICROMETERS 

0.58 TO 0.65 MICROMtTER.S 

1.50 TO 1.80 M1CROHI;:TERS 

9.30 TO 11.10 MICROMETERS 

CLASSES -----------

TEST CLASS PERFORMANCE 

CAliBRATION 

CALIBRATION 

CALIBRATiON 

CALIBRATION 

4 

5 

6 

ClASS 

FORAGE 

CORN 

SOY 

CODe 

CODE 

CODE 

COOE 

--------------------------
NUMBER OF SAMPLES CLASSIFIED INTO 

CONIFER WATER FORAGE CORN SOY 

1615 a 405 2BB 957 

BS 0 a a a 
2 331 4 a 
3 2 9971 4BO 1218 

2 0 104 2524 4B 

a a 70 25 2515 

1707 333 10560 3318 4858 

OVERALL PERfORMANCE{ 444791 49794) 89.3 

AVERAGE PERFORMANCE av CLASS{ 559.4/ 6) = 93.2 

CO . 0.0 

co 0.0 

co 0.0 

co 32 .. 70 
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Table 7B. Test class performance using best combination of 
eight channels. 

CHANNEL 

CHANNEL 

CHANNEL 

CHANNEL 

CHANNEL 

CHANNEL 

CHANNEL 

CHANNEL 

2 

3 

4 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

II 

12 

SPECTRAL 

SPECTRAL 

SPECTRAL 
SPECTRAL 

SPECTRAL 

SPECTRAL 

SPECTRAL 
SPEC TRAL 

CLASS 
DEC 10 

CONIFER 
WATER 

BAND 0.52 

BAND 0.58 

BAND 0.61 

BAND 0 .. ,12 

BAND 1.00 

BAND 1.50 

BAND 2.00 

BAND 9.30 

CHANNELS USED 
-----------------

TO 0.57 MICROMETERS 

TO 0.65 MICROMETERS 

TO 0.10 MICROMETERS 

TO 0 .. 92 MICROMETERS 

TO 1.40 MICROMETERS 

,10 \.80 MICROMETERS 

TO 2.60 MICROMETERS 

TO 11.70 MICROMETERS 

CLASSES 
-----------

TES,T CLASS PERFORMANCE 

CALIBRATION 

CALIBRATION 

CALIBRATJnN 

CALI~RATION 

CALIBRATION 

CAuaRArrON 

CALIBRATION 

CALIBRATION 

4 , 
6 

CLASS 

FORAGE 
CORN 

SOY 

CODE 
CODE 

coDe .. 
coDe '" 
coDe • 1 

coDe '" 
CODE 

CODE • 1 

NUMBER OF SAMPLES CLASSIFIED INTO 
NO OF peT. 

GROUP SAMPS CORCT DEClO CONIFER 

OEClO 32252 96.2 31036 402 

2 CONIFER 88 96.6 3 8' 

3 WATER 339 98.5 

4 FORAGE 11760 85.8 53 6 , CORN 2619 93.8 0 

6 SOY 2616 96.3 , 
TOTAL 49794 31098 496 

OVERALL PERFORMANCE( 466351 497941 93.7 
AVERAGE PERFORMANCE BY CLASS{ 561.21 61 = 94.5 

WATER FORAGE CORN SOY 

0 290 169 355 

0 a 0 0 

334 3 0 0 

2 10090 342 1267 

a 152 2512 14 

0 75 17 2578 

336 10610 3040 4214 

CO • 0.0 

CO 0.0 

CO 0.0 

Co "" 0.0 

CO or 0.0 

CO 0.0 

CO 0.0 

co • 32.70 

Larry Biehl
Note
Pages 127-128 are not in the original document.
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Table BB. Test class performance using best combination of 
ten channels. 

2 , 
4 , 
6 

CHANNEL 2 

CHANNEL , 
CHANNEL 4 

CHANNEL 6 

CHANNEL 7 

CHANNEL 8 

CHANNEL 9 

CHANNEL 10 

CHANNEL-- 11 

CHANNEL 12 

2 
, 0 

"40 OF 
GROUP SAMP$ 

SPEC TRAL 

SPECTRAL 

SPECTRAL 

SPECTRAL 

SPEC TRAl 

SPECTRAL 

SPECTRAL 
SPECTRAL 

SPECTRAL 

SPECTRAL 

CLASS 

DEClO 

CONIFER 

wATER 

PCT. 
CORCT 

SAND 

BA~D 

BA,~D 

BAND 

8A'lD 

BAND 

BAND 

BAND 

8A'iO 

8A"lD 

)EC 10 

DEC,to 32252 97.0 31.211 

CONIFt:R BB 9b.b , 
WAffR ''" ge.5 

FORAGi: 117bO 87.8 4, 

COR'4 2679 95.6 

SOY 2676 96.3 4 

TOTAL 49B4 31325 

OVERALL PEI(FOR"\AN:E ( 47154/ 49794) 

AVERAGE PEKFQRMANCE BY CLASSt 5H.8/ 

CHANI'4ElS USED 
-----------------

0.48 TO 0.51 Ml:::ROMETEK$ 

0.50 TO 0.54 MICROMt-TEtl.$ 

0.52 TO 0.57 HI CROMI::TERS 

0.58 TO 0.65 MICROMETERS 

0.61 TO 0.10 MICROMETERS 

0.12 TO 0.92 MICROMETEH.$ 

1.00 TO 1.40 MICROMtTEH.$ 

1.50 TO 1.80 MICROMETERS 

2.00 TO 2.bO MICROMETEKS 

',1.30 TO 11 .. 70 MICROMETERS 

ClASSE:" 
-----------

TEST CU.SS PERfORMANCe 

CALIBRATION 

CALIBRATION 

C All BRAT I ON 

CALIBRATION 

CALIBRATION 

CALIBRATION 

CALIBRATION 

CALI BRAT iON 

CALIBRATION 

CALIBRATION 

4 , 
b 

CLASS 

FORAGE 

CORN 

SOY 

CODE 

CODE 

CODE 

CODE 

CODE 

CODE 

CODE 

CODE 

CODe 

CODE 

--------------------------
NU~BER OF SAMPLES CLASSIFIED INTO 

CJIIIFER WATER FORAGE COR~ SOY 

JIb 0 268 97 240 

85 0 J 0 0 

334 , , 0 

6 2 10325 264 1098 

2 0 100 2561 15 

0 70 11 2576 

471 336 10772 2959 3131 

94.7 

61 . '1~. 3 

CO 0.0 

CO 0.0 

CO 0.0 

CO 0.0 

CO 0.0 

CO 0.0 

CO 0.0 

CO '" 0.0 

CO 0.0 

CO 32.70 
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Table 9B. Test class performance using all twelve channels. 

CHANNEL S USED 

-----------------
CHANNEL SPECTRAL BAND 0.46 TO 0.49 MICROMt::TERS CAL I BRAT lClN CODE CO .. 0.0 

CHAN'lEL 2 SPECTRAL BAND 0.48 TO 0.:11 MICROMt:TE,t$ GAL laRAT ION CODE CO 0.0 

CHANNEL 3 SPECTRAL BA'iD o.so TO 0.54 MICROMt;:TERS C AU BRAT I DN CODE CO 0.0 

CHANNEL 4 SPECTRAL 8A\l0 0.52 TO 0.51 MICROMETEK$ CAL I BRAT IO\! coot: :0 0.0 

CHANljEL 5 SPECTRAL BAND 0.54 TO 0.60 MICRQMETEI<S CALIBRATION CODE: CO 0.0 

SHANNEL 6 SPEC TRAl BAND 0.58 TO 0.65 M I CROMHERS CALI BRAT ION GODE CO 0.0 

CHANNEL SPECTRAL BA'lD 0.61 TO 0.70 MIC\QMCTEI<.$ CALIBRATION GODE CO 0.0 

CHANNEL 8 SPECTRAL BAND 0.72 TO 0.92 HI CROMt:TERS CALlBRAT[{'lN CODE CO 0.0 

CHANNEL 9 SPEC TRAL BArm 1.00 TO 1.40 I'll CRQMETEKS CAL lBRAT ION CODE CO 0.0 

:':HANNEL 10 SPEC TRAL BA'JO 1.50 TO L.80 MtCROMETEKS CALIBRATION CODE CO 0.0 

C HANNE!. 11 SPECTRAL 8A'liD 2.00 TO 2.60 MICROMt:TERS C AU BRA TI nN CODE CO 0.0 

CHANNEL 12 SPECTRAL BAND 9.30 TO ll.70 HI CRQ!4E TEt(S CALIBRATIrlN CODE CO 32.7':) 

CLASSES -----------
CLASS CLASs 

DEC to 4 FORAGE 

2 CONIFER. 5 CORN 

3 \<lATER. 6 SOY 

TEST CLASS PERfORMANCE 
--------------------------

NUMBER OF SAMPLES CLASSIFIED I NT 0 
NO OF cb~tT GROUt' SAMPS DECIO C8\1IFER fjATEK I-ORA.GE CORN SOY 

DEC ID 32252 97.2 31339 3;.9 0 26 ; 112 1 T' 

CONIFER 88 95.5 4 84 0 0 0 0 

WATER 339 96.5 334 0 0 

4 fORAGE I17bO 88.6 ;9 5 10420 245 1050 

5 CORN 267<J 96.9 0 61 2597 18 

6 SOY 2676 96.3 5 0 74 18 2576 

TOTAL 49794 313d9 4:;2 335 10821 2972 3625 

OVeRALL PEKFORMANCE{ 47352/ 497'H-1 95.1 

AVERAGE PEKfORMANCE ijY :LASS{ 573.01 61 = 95.5 

." 
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